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GALLUP TO BE DI STRBUTBJG
ALEX. A. SCHAEFER CLOSES DEAL THAT

DOPED LIQUOR

WILL MAKE GALLUP DISTRIBUTING
POINT FOR TEMME AUTO SPRINGS
TERRITORY WILL EMBRACE SAN
JUAN BASIN WHICH WILL BE OPENED
BY THE NEW SAN JUAN RAILROAD.

POISONOUS

The first step fat recognizing the value and advantage of
the San Juan railroad for Gallup was brought to light this
week when Alex A. Schaefer closed a deal that would give him
the agency for the distribution of the Terr.me Auto Springs for
the territory to be opened by. the hew railroad the San Juan
Basin southwestern Colorado, eastern Utah, eastern Arizona,
or from Holbrook west to Albuquerque.
Mr. Schaefer spent several weeks in New York and other
eastern cities, returning to Gallup February 1. Just recently
he visited in Phoenix, Arizona, and it was there he met the
head officials of the Temme Auto Springs firm and perfected
the deal that will make Gallup the main distributing point for
the territory as above outlined.
Mr. Schaefer predicts for Gallup one of the most important central distributing points for many industries, being brot
here by reason of the San Juan Basin railroad.

JUDGE HOLLOMAN

TOO MUCH LAW

TO FORCE HAND.

TOO MUCH TROUBLE
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Wtin the Tnwner-Sterlinpasses the United States will havesec- a
Department of tuucation, wun a
retary in the cabinet. One of the first
tasks such a department of education
must undertake is the review and
classification of textbooks. The necessity for national information on
books which teach national affairs Is
brought before the
first judicial district today constantly being
public, the Most recent case being in
asked the district attorney's the
national capital, where a certain
office to call upon Magee to textbook of history
is under fire from
as being historproduce what proof if any citizens' associations
he had in support of the charge ically inaccurate and socialistic in its
in the Journal, a newspaper tendencies.
Whether the took is good or bad is
published in Albuquerque, that hardly a matter for determination by
the records of the finance citizens' associations, no matter how
board which served under for- patriotic. Only authority should beis
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A special' to the Albuquerque Herald under a Santa Fe
date line of Feb. 20, says:
Carl Magee may have gotten
his feet into what he was so
eager to stir up.
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WHITE CAFE MAKES

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS
(Treat
isiw v'-fpits tons made
room by
-

dining
improvements in
a cafe railimr running the full length
of the room. The top of the railing
is decorated vhh electric plobe with
ferns at either end. With more tables
a
placed this (rives the White Cafe
real city appearance. Jimmy Blatsios
believes in Gallup and proves it by
spending his money here. He deserves
the patronage of the public.

PENNEY BOSSES HERE
ON INSPECTION
During the week E. C. Rams, president of the J. C Penney Company,
and P. C. I'inson, district manager,
were in Gallup on an inspection of
their store. Mr. Sam's headquarters
are in New York, and Mr. i'inson has
charge of the 1'enney store at Miami,
Arizona. H. 1. Marshall, manager of
the Gallup store, says that his bosses
pleased with
appeared to be well this
place and
progress of business at
the patronage given their store.

SACRAMENTO, Calif., Feb.
of
Robert
Sherman
Knights Landing, died at "the
county hospital today, five
men are lying in the institution
without their sight and several
other men are partially paralyzed, as the resut of drinkinir
it was stated
poisonous.. t-liquor,
t? o t
i .j
i
tu. o.
vr.
uy
uuuenux,
luuay
superintendent of the hospital.
The liauor. it is g aid by city of
ficials, is sold lawfully, al
though its poisonous nature is
known generally. Appeals to
20.
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Arcy
Santa Fe, Monday, Feb. 27. Teddy
with
Arcy is a former Gallup boyinand
this his
many friends and relatives
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SANTA FE Feb. 18.
George R. Craig's resignation

as state chairman was accepted by the republican atatt
central committee, which met
here yesterday afternoon, but
his successor was. not name!
onH Via whs askftH to conttnitl
to act as party head until thi
new state u chairman, .was
--

chosen.
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The rhnire nf Craiff's SUCCes
sor was passed to the execuUva
committee, on motion oi state
Senator1 O. L. Phillips of Cot
';
druggists in the western part fax county.
ol the city oi acramento to
The executive committee, ia
discontinue sale of the liquor accordance with Phillips'
have been futile, it was said by
is to be enlarged so as to
city officials who planned to include at least one member
draft an ordinance prohibiting from each of the 31 counties,
the sale.
The new members will be
named by Craig. It was under
JOE CASTILLO
stood, however, that counties
on the
HAS FRIENDS that now have members
committee would not be given
A number of the friends of additional representation.
;
Mitchell SuffwUJ.
Adelaido Castillo desire to
make nublic the manner in
The Colfax county senator
which two ot nis teachers have was nominated for the chairseen fit to speak of him, and manship. He apparently could
fur this rpnann The Gallun Her huve had the nlace. There at- ald makes publication of the ne&red stronff sentiment for
statements as made by Prof. him, but he said "certain pri
L. White and Miss Eleanor L vate reasons" prevented hira
from accenting and he placed
Quirk.
It was stated that the young State Senator T. E. Mitchell's
man had at one time been sent name before the meeting.
to the reform school.
This In v ew of the fact it was
statement is branded untrue. not known whether Mitchell
For a time the young man would take the chairmanship,
sought work in Arizona and it Tin, IV wxn IC1.IUCU lu icam
was absent irom oallup d.uring the filling of the vacancy up
this time, but at no time was to the executive committee.
he ever sent to a reform school. Many members apparently had
The statements of Mr. White come to the meeting under the
and Miss Quick follow:
impression that Phillips would
1P22.
M
N.
Feb.
23,
,
Gallup.
accept and declared - themTo Whom This May Come:
selves for him.
mo-tio- n.

"As Little Children"

w

1SDOM for the ages was in every
utterance of the Galilean l'rophet.
Put trip one hrousrht home most to all
of us is the admonition to accept the
Truth of Life ."as a little cniia."
Every week in our Gallup Sunday
Schools it is clearly shown how we
might all profit if we would but
accept life as it is meant for us.
Our children attend Sunday School,
accepting the inspired word as it is
taught; questioning not nor indulging
in petty personalities about persons,

;

cults or creeds.
That is what we all need. To attend
our churches jyith all the strifes of life,

erased; with consciousness open to
the good that is in everything; willing
to accept the inspiration which will
make us a better man or woman all
through the six days to come.
Then and then only will the Church
fill its proper office in this commun-

1

This certifies that Adelaido (Joe)

Mechem Speaks.
Castillo has been known to me since
r.llirt-- nttentinn tn the DrftCticitly
lML'l.
He has been a
student in the McKinley County High filled supreme court room, Governor
children."
School since that date ami, as "urn, iilechem (.aid the attendance am not
Let's go to Church your Church
has been thrown often in my com- evince any lack of intercut on th
Examination of the records part of the republicans and did not
pany.
this Sunday and with an open
that
bis teachers have given support the charge made by "some"
shows
heart which will radiate true brotherth
hini very high grades on deportment. that the party was going "onmemtownsman.
fellow
I do not recall that he has ever been rocks." More than one hundred
ly feeling to every
sent to me for discipline during that bers of the 175 were present or reptime which to me indicates that h resented by proxy.
Continuing Governor Mechem said
has been, beyond doubt, a young man
it was annarent the Party still pos
of good behavior.
'
In my personal relations with Joe sessed Its fighting spirit.
,
There hnp been
was the mother of nine I have always found him to r.e courgreat cieai ox
o!d home place, who wish him all
of investigating inis, mat una m
the teous, honest and reliable.
kinds of jov and blessings. Del Arcy, childitn, eight of whom attended
other thing," he said. "I want to say
funeral.
Signed, KOY U WRITE,
proprietor of one of theof city's baiber
Investigation.
Mrs. Sharp Hanson is a daughter
Supt. of Schools. we welcome
Teddy. The
is a brother
.hops,
Head-ricHe added the adminitftration was
bride-to-b- e
is a daughter of the for- of the deceased, and Mrs. Katie
look with confidence to the
l
of St. Iouis, and Mrs. John
Gallup, 'n. M., Feb. 20, 1P22. willimr to
mer U. S. Land Receiver at Santa Fe,
of the state's voters whsn
verdict
other
daughare
Concern:
To
Whom
Jt
l.R
May
of
Angeles
the Hon. Francisco Delgado.
the TacU
John George of Long iieach,
ters.
This is to say that 1 huve known they were informed as to not
as they
from
Castillo since he was a little us they actually exist and
presAdelaido
was
being
prevented
DEATH OF MRS. GEORGE ('a!.,
on account of ill- hoy eight years old. I first met him exist in the heated imagination of
funeral
the
ut
ent
r.
reformers."
Mrs. M. A. George died at the
ut t h home of Dr. J. M. llovle where some of our would-b- e
Fri- ness.
"We will defend our record when
hopitnl at AlbuquerqueIllness.
The many friends of the family will he came often as the playmate of their
to
17, after a long
day,
to learn of the passing away son with whom he chummed until the the time comes," he said, referring"
e
Herald latter went r.wuy to school several the high tax rates, and added thst
Alter funeral services in Albuqurrque regret
jL'rmifin. jiml Th
New Mexico's rates lagged far behind
for JYioniis there, the body was shipjoins in sympathy to the bereaved years later. I know that the intimacy
werj hold ones.
ped to Gallup and sen-icewas nut discouraged by Mrs. Boyle, those of sister states.
at the Gallup Undertaking
who is certainly a careful mother.
Party Achievements.
Card of Thanks.
room Tuesday, and burial at (j:illup
"The republican party has had conA little later he was in the sixth
Mr. and Mrs. Sharp Hanson and
cemetery.
for more thiB
desire to grade of the Public School under my trol of the legislature
Mrs. George was bom Sept 21, the children of Mrs. George of the tuition.
" ha ubM "ll'a Minmu
He was a very bright pupil,
their
appreciation
4t'th
her
in
111.,
express
was
and
, at Peru,
the flow- upright and truthful, behaving at all sibie for the state's educational sys
Her husband, the late Anton many evidences of love, for
year.
woll hred and lntellieent tem ana for tna system n naa no
of sympathy in the
and
offers
in
ers,
accident
an
killed
was
by
George,
Imv should.
From that time on he. apologies to offer." He said the cost
mother.
loss
their
of
some
three
here
ago.
the mine
years
nlw.ivn under in v eve and I knew might be high, but he believed It was
urn
of nil his doings in school until he fully justified by the results obtained
reached the High School before he by the system.
"I am sure tnai wnaiever dihhhi
was twelve years old where he was
"AH-H-HCONVALESCENTr
I
niruin under mv direct instruction. I may have been made, when the nine
ui.a nirni7ant nr ine circumstances nnn.nu U ttlA fUUltlla kftAW ttlS tTllth.
which induced him to leave school for the republican party will prevail."
the time ami go to work and they
J'ankey said nign taxes wera wy
were in no way discreditable to the to be expected as the result of tLa
Hn has alwavs been a good war.
hnv.
"I don't believe in this pessimisms
worker, both in school and out When
he was a little boy twelve years old, talk," he said. "I don't believe tg
a
he several times drove a freight comes from republican sources,
wagon from Gallup to Zuni to assist believe we will be successful. . Tnehid nurentH who were honieateadimr. democrats, It is true, are very B0"thopeful
always
thereby arouaing the admiration of ful, but they're
all who knew about it lor his energy cusses.' They had Burs urn oeieatea
and pluck. In all the time that I for a week after in the last election,
have known Adelaido, both in school so we don't need to be discouraged by
anil out, I have never known him to their optimism. I firmly believe wlu
or connected with a good ticket in the field well elect
be in, ny miat-hieany prank discreditable to a spirited every one of them."
well brought up boy. I esteem him a
youth of sterling character and great
it li absolute
promise and know thatshould
have had
ly impossible that he
any connection with the crime he is
PASSES SENATE
maliciously accused of.

The lesson is plain. Let's a;
"as little
accept our Christianity

ity.

tii

Hei-ga-

Fres-bvteria-

.....

Very truly yours,
ELEANOR L. QUICK.

THE FIREMAN'S BALL

Every Feb. 22 the Gallup Volunteer
Fire Department celebrates by Riving
a ball. Just how much the public apis
preciates our fire department
intefert
proven by the overflowing
ball.
and the big crowd that attend the
This year witnessed the biggest crowd
that ever attended the annual celebration at City Club Wednesday night.
Thus, showing that the public comes
to more and more appreciation of our
volunteer fire department.

ADDRESSED MEETING

WASHINGTON,

Feb. "21

The Bursum bill giving dizxt'-- l
KITCHEN'S OPERA HOUSE
officers ci Cr
emergency
TO BE IMPROVED American
expeditionary fc:::3
The Kitchen opera house is to be
'remodeled and overhauled and put in the same retirement fiiLofficer
be
is
to
front
The
as
class
army
first
regular
shape.
rpm nHMed and made new. Mr. Kitchen passed today by tfct trwant
to
town
that
the
appears
says
V
io 14, and
nis
best and 6c will
the
house

in

opera
put
house.
the best possible shape.
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to have his tires repaired.
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if the Sa Rafaal Independent:
Company
additional expense involved
"The entire highway system
ad Vhsfala Show
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will be repaid by added eer of the state is now being made
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useless by permitting overv
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to determine whether the body
md during the- of cars as compared to popula
Mi
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roadfree
a
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use
the
through
ycxr warrmBta the consid- tion with one car for every 5.2 of the tire is in good condition. bed br heavy trucks is an un
cxzsa ex we eutomoure pes- - inhabitants. South Dakota has Fabric should not be broken in
burden to the taxpayer, he
RUIZ & OVERSON
tLsUL The eutomobile boat third place with an average of more than one place around just
' ttwnudam
the people of the United
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1920
lead
5.3.
the
su
Nebraska
its
is
a
if
tire
esse hae rose through
I
and there
separation States up to the fact that a new
Attorneys-At-Laway
preme test It hie emerged er dropped to fourth place of the plies at different points factor has entered into the po
With th
Practice in all Courts of
liriarioiu end there u no with 5.4 people for each car. a repair is inadvisable.
litical economy of the nation.
the poorest
n
Electric
become
Iszrv aajr room for pessimism Alabama inmakes
expert
Wtittru
Repairmen
New Mexico and Arizona
this respect with the detection of conditions that Broderick Independent:
concede that over showing
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Trade
Board
"The
each
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cat-thirof the can running 28 persons for
would not warrant further exm motliMunarawim
ere owned by farmers. Despite bile. New York with the great pense in the way of repairing, took the ground which is be
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V
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I
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tie fact that six large agricul- est number12.7of cars hasfor each by simply examining the tire, that
w
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Lawyer
the motor carriers are
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and before giving a definite
tural states show a decrease rage of
Member Bar: Supreme Court U&tM
a
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L IT
vcr the previous year the in- one in use. If the leaders' per order, tire owners should seek ing much damage to the high
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States, Supreme Court of New
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any compensatm
a
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dustry has forged ahead. It is capita average could be main- advice from a reliable vulcan- ways without
communities
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tion
counreaarknhle that so few states tained throughout the
izer, who, realizing the service
205 Coal Avenue.
Office:
chow
decrease. Wheat and try we would now have
he must render in order to re- through which they pass, and
motor vehicles in use. tain his customer, will invari- in addition are becoming a ser
corn in 1921 sold at extremely
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
lew prices, frequently far be- The saturation point has hard ably give an unbiased opinion. ious menace to the rail carriers
Practice Limited to:
low the actual cost of produ- ly been reached.
The majority of tire repair- which are indespensable to the
Diseases ana
Car Mortality Low.
men have gone through an in- properity of any community."
cts. This of itaelf would tend
Diseases of the Skin
At the outset of 1921 vari- tensive schooling. They know Oroville Register:
to restrict the use of the autoWaaserman Laboratory in ConntcHos
mobiles by farmers yet in such ous authorities agreed that at all about tires and in many in"Highways are being con
PHONE 866
automobiles stances have actually built structed from bond funds
dates as Kansas. Nebraska least 600,000
Citizens Bank Building
and Iowa where the agricul- would be scrapped during the them. They understand the provided by general taxation.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
tural depression was most year. National Automobile different kinds of materials Motor vehicle license fees are
DR. G. A. TRENNER
acute, the number of cars has Chamber of Commerce, and that make the most successful inadequate to provide funds be destroyed by overloaded
tocreised. Motor vehicles are other production figures for repairs, how to combine them, necessary for proper mainten- commercial vehicles long beEYE SPECIALIST
becoaia? as essential as farm the year compared with the in- the processes of vulcanization, ance, and the fees bear no re- fore the bond issues, which
crease in registrations show duplicating the tire's tread pat lation to the wear and tear to have built the roads, have been
At F. W. Wurm Jewelry Store
Implements. ...
New York again lead the this total to be well under the tern and, in short, are in a po- which the vehicle licensed sub- paid off."
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.
field with S16.010 care and four hundred thousand mark. sition to add all the service to jects the highway."
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"It is unfair to allow bus and
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big the rapid disintegration of her
Residence 300 3rd Street.
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we reproduce the fol- the
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registrations. Illinois, Indiana, hicle is a utility, and is essenWith the distribution of the
Accountant
Michigan, New York, Ohio and tial to the prosperity of the December 1, 1921, consumer's mat tne truck lines tend to de- terrific speed under which they
McKinley County Bank Building
Pennsylvania accomplish this country, says the Goodrich price list by the Firestone Tire stroy, or the benefit of the rail- travel do the roads inestimable
road payrolls in every town as damage."
with a combined gain of 573,-34- 7 Company. Its recreational val- & Rubber
Co.. it developed compared with the few nickels San Francisco
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
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KNOW YOUR BANK
The New Federal Tax Laws
How well do you know your bank?
You know your business associates.
You could scarcely work successfully
toRi'ther if you did not. You know
your personal friends. You would not
trust them or confide in them to a
greater extent than in stranpers were
it not for this intimate acquaintance.
Do you know your bank as well ?
The bank is so essential to the
.
maintenance of civilization as at present constituted, that it is the private
and public duty of every individual
to acquire an intelligent understanding of the bank's usefulness to the
community, and knowledge of various
types of service it renders.
Like any institution of a more or
less public character; the bank is occasionally criticized, and where this
criticism has been well founded, the
bank has benefited. But too often the
criticism is the hasty utterance of one
who knows little or nothing of the
business of banking, who has no comprehension of the large responsibility
the bank has assumed in safeguarding other people's money, and who
has no conception of the practically
service of the modern
indispensable
bank to modern society.
In the old days when the largest
business organization was small compared with our present day standards,
banks also were small. Bank customers of those times in most cases
knew both officers and employes as
well as you know your own business
associates today; for when the banks
were small and the customers few, an
intimate acquaintance was easy to
maintairi.
But as the village grows to be a
city, and the city a metropolis, the
various business organizations naturally increase in size, banks with tht
rest. The expansion and development
of business mate additional banking
requirements which have to be met
with greater varieties of service, calling for larger organizations and more
extensive equipment.
As the bank grows, and must grow
in order to perform the more exacting
service it is called upon to perform,
it becomes increasingly difficult either for the bank officers to know all
customers as intimately as they desire, or for all the customers to maintain close contact with the officers.
Thus, one of the bank's most important problems is the perpetuation of
that spirit of friendship so essential
to all successful business intercourse,
and adapting it to modem conditions.
No greater hardship could befall
both bank and customer than that

last

they become

children,

in any sense

strangers
The business of the

especially

to one another.
bank would be limited, and the- people
served could not possibly enjoy the
business success and prosperity made
possible through familiarity with mid
use of the many valuable scrc.ces of
the bank.
The progressive modern bank is
a
making
painstaking, intelligent,

if made with
pure rich

-

EVAPORATED
MILK

persistent effort to prove itself a real
friend to every customer.
In the
stress of present day conditions, it
would be impossible to tell each customer all about the bank uiid the
many valuable services it renle:'s in

a personal
conversation
over the
counter, pleasant as that would b.
Hence, the bank is supplementing its
personal contact with vaiiou-- s forms
of publicity aimed to give its customers full knowledge of its services
and methods, for friendship in the
highest sense must be built on understanding.
But to know your bank, you must
be willing to go halfway. If you do
not understand a particular form of
service, ask us about it. It you do
not understand some detail involved
in our handling of your account, we
will be only too glad to explain. If
you are confronted with a business
problem where our experience may lie
of use to you, don't hesitate to call
upon us for help. The complete success of the "get better acquainted"
movement will mean a widen iiiK und
deepening of our channel of usefulness, and in many cases w'.iml c.ith
profits to you.
The New Federal Tnx Laws.
During the latter part of 1121, all
eyes were focused on Washington,
where the new federal revenue act
was slowly shaping into final form,
The present law, as passed at 3:55
p. m., November 2Hrd, 1'JlM, contains
many new provisions becoming effective both this year and next.
of
Perhaps the most
the changes is that which increases
the exemption for a married person
or head of a family from $2,000 to
$2,5(K), where the net taxable income
is not in excess of $5,000. The exemption for children or other dependents
has been increased from $200 to $400,
without limitation as to income. Both
of these provisions are effective be
ginning with the year 1121.
Under the new law, the individual
investor may elect to be taxed 124
per cent on capital net gains where
the normal and surtax rates are in
excess of
per cent. This provis
ion takes effect January 1, li22.
g

Call!

IT
If, after the passage of the act, securities are sold to establish losses
for income tax purposes, the losses
are not deductible for such purpofe if
substantially identical securities are
repurchased within 30 days.
Those who have occasion to make
frequent business trips will be pleased
with the new ruling which makes
traveling expenses, including the entire amount expended for meals and
lodging while away from home on
business, deductible to the individual.
In addition to these changes affect-

ing the individual, there are many of
importance to corporations, and miscellaneous rulings applicable to both
individual and corporate taxpayers.
All those whose income is taxable
under the federal revenue act should
become familiur with the new laws
now, so that when returns are due
they can he made up witnout contusion or error. The complete text of
the new act can be had upon application to the federal revenue collector
for this district.
The officers of this bank will be
glad to help customers to a clear understanding of the income tax laws,
and to render any possible assistance
in the making up of their personal
income tax returns.
o

ANNOUNCEMENTS
For Those Who Worship

At Gallup Churches

CHURCH IN CHRIST
LEWIS A. STARK, Minister.

(Congregational).

in one .corner of this hotel, set apart
d
to each
by a long hall that
door was the illy kept, illy ventilated
room where Bill slept.
Bill only had one arm, was about
fifty years of age, was night watchman on the works near. I took It
that he was a fair poker player and
the money he picked up by odd jobs
that didn t go into the poker games,
went into wildcat oil stuck.
His
dream was that some of these days,
while he slept, his fortune would
knock on his door riches would be
his. He often told us that when he
got rich, as he certainly would in a
few weeks, he expected to help all of
us to a good time. And I believed
then and 1 believe now Bill would
have dune the biggest pait he promised.
One thing in particular Bill was
going to do, and that was, bring his
wife and six chililren out from his
former home, away in a Southern city.
Some of them were grown now. and
since he had seen them, a grandchild
or two had made their advent.
He
often lamented that fact that fortune
had not smiled upon his enture; but
was sure that it would arrive sooner
..
.....
nr ll.,
m irt ic t...
,,..,, U'k..-iiv !;,...,)
n.rvi ,i
lull'
venient to obtain an
occasional
draught of white mule, and in the
interim, to boost up his spirit while
waited for his fortune to arrive, he
imbibed enough at times to make him
soft and his conversation sloppy. I
guess that Bill still lives as he did.
fusses at his fare, bewails his lot, and
weaves dreams thru the smoke of his
cigarette dreams as floating as the
smoke out of which they are made ?
What is the use of a fife like Bill's?
It is of others like Bill I speak
Sunday evening.

'

i

promptly,
telephone today.

IN

another few weeks every minute
your Heating Expert's time will

be taken.

Now is the economical season to
heat to
change from spotty hot-ai- r
Arcola'8

warm-wat-

er

warmth.

Arcola means an American

Radi-

ator In each room the same radiators that warm fine homes and buildings throughout the world.

Arcola means better health for the
children

fewer coughs and colds.

Arcola'8 cost comes back to you.
Thousands of owners testify that it
pays for Itself in the fuel it saves.
Your Heating Expert will furnish
an estimate free. Telephone him
today.

AMERICAN

KADIMDR
COMPANY
Boilm and AMBklCAN Radiator!
for tvtry bating net J

402 Seventeenth St.

Denver, Colo.

Complying with the plan of every
other week a class in High School
have charge of chap!, the Sophomores took charge of last week's
programme which consisted of school
singing, a reading by r.ra e way, a
short comedy (The Lane's Tarty)
acted by members of the Sophomore
class, a piano solo by Margaret Sims.
The font ball hoys were presented
with letters at this time, to show the
board ef education's appreciation of
their faithfulness and team work.
Ruth Rhymus is absent from school
after undergoing an operation for appendicitis.
Ollie Ward was very unfortunate
last week in getting her arm burned
with sulphuric acid while working in

the laboratory.
The Thespian Literary society held
its monthly social in the High school
auditorium Tuesday night, Feb. 21.
A very interesting programme
was
rendered by members of the society,
light refreshments being served later.
Eliiabeth Carman has returned to
school after being absent of account

of influenza.
We were all very sorry that Walter
Cornell can not be with us for some
time as he has just undergone an op-

school for a few days.
Ilase ball is being rushed this year.
The eighth grade boys played the
Sunnyside team last Sunday. The
Every day core in the first
in
inning was
an

WASHINGTON. P. C
during the last five years
average
of 2,171 persons joined the various
churches of America, and three con-- ;
git gatioiis were organized daily,
The total religious constituency of
the country is itf.r,s.0ifi. The 1'rotes-tant- s
count 74,7'.'5,2"i); Roman CathJews, 1,120,000;
olics, 17.K85,Wti;
Eastern
Orthodox (Greek and Rus411
Latter
,054;
sian),
Day Saints
(Mormons), 1 ,4rt,l 70.
The total active membership Is 45,-- 1
9H7.1HH. an increase of 4,070.345 over
the l'JIG census figures. The several
religious bodies report 2.'K!,104 congregations manned by 200,010 minis
ters. For the first time in history
the Baptists have passed the .MethoThe Bapdists in total membership.
tists, showing their greatest increase
in the South, now have
7,S:i5J50
members, against a Methodist memof
H. bership
7,7'j7,Mtl.
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statutes.
V. J. GRAHAM, I'astor
In Kentucky a bill has been intro- J. Ill'TLEK, S. S. Superintendent. duced in the legislature making it
following services are held in;i,TU t0 tt.ach Darwinism in the pub-th- e
Third ylv schools.
Baptist chapel, corner
street and Aztec avenue:
MassachiiM'tts a cripple has
ji(.,,n arrested and fined for placing a
Sunday school, !:4r each Sunday.
11
m.
and
a.
Preaching services,
p,m. ,,f checkers outdoors on Sunday,
M.

7 :.'() p. m. each .Sunday.

A

Kansas

City school official

law-abidi-

L.

DO THEY LIE?

METHODIST CHURCH
JOHN W. HENDKIX. Pastor
Sunday school !):45 sharp!
Subjects of sermons:
11 a. m.. "Where Must I Find the
Material of My Belief?"
7:S0 p. m., "Leading Dog's Lite.
You didn't know mv friend Bill did
you ? Well let me tell you about him
briefly. Upon arriving at a certain
paBtorute I found a neatly lurnisnea
parsonage. Casting about to get a
line on livinir possibilities such as
board, I discovered that there was but
one chance only, and that was, in a
small hotel that stood down on the
only street of the burg. I dropped
down to sample that and it was there
that I met. Hill. 1 soon found that u
mbs on in me to tret mv breakfast
and sunner mvself in the kitchen of
my parsonage and take my dinner out.
It was in this way that 1 Decame acquainted with Bill. We met nearly
every day at noon and ate together.
The fare'was awfully hard. The couple who ran the hotel were German
and usually they are splendid cooks;
but the lady had lived nearly a score
of vears in Mexico, or close there to,
and with her home style had been
added the Mexican, hither one oer- man or Mexican, do very well sept-ratbut mixed it is awful everything is mixed and boiled or stewed
together. The water was about as
hard as water can be to be li.iuid, and
the beans always fell in the plate
with a frightful rattle! It was here
that Bill had boarded for two years
and upon this fare had lived Back

offers herself in msr-naPretty Theresa Katona,' of Brooklyn, N.
for $1,000, the money to aid her father, mother and six small
brothers and sitters, the latter all undet 15 years of age. The father
is ill and out of work. Theresa's only qualifications for a husband

ge

(ether than the $1,000) are that he be healthy and a Christian.
n trees lo wed e"i her 19th birthday. November 28, this
year.

Sbi

be-- 1

Prayer meeting Wednesday evening lieves that jazz music has a similar)
of each week.
effect upon young people to strong!
ladies' Missionary Society meets diir:k and urges a .iazz prohibition
and
time
each Tuesday afternoon,
movement.
place announced from pulpit.
Says the I'hilioli Iphia Public
Choir practice Friday evening of gcr: "Such superprudery anil hyper-- :
of
home
the
the
week
at
each
pastor. hypocrisy is calculated to disgust the
Our Sunbeam band meets each Sat- average
morality, and
'i
o'clock.
at
afternoon
does not tend to stabilize that govern-- 1
urday"is
the
to
serve
aim
our
ment by the consent of the governed
through
It
C....I..I. a..l,....l in
.
. ... .....p. SU'l.
which makes for public decency and
in tH.
,1... nifiihimr
j.i
.uniuijramint ini"i
vi.mo
alur, 1)1 rwrinul visiltfitlon civic morality."
ter we believe this is the mission of Mrs. Margot Asquith, famous
any and all churches.
English political leader, says "Amer- We will ho glad to meet you eitncr ieans are not free you overdo your
in tiublic worship or in the privacy of prohibitive laws and then do not en
L
...U..n
your own nonie wnerever ami "
'force them.
ever we muy be of use to you.
attempts to
Legislation which
We will bp glad to receive your .fjht upon a
majority
hildien in our Sunday school, if ours tm, p,.rsmin prejudice or the fanati- we
io
ueiievc
is your choice lor
(,,
f S0MH, isolated reformer
to invariably does more harm than good,
the child of Christian training is roujfa
af- him
cannot
we
and
binder
greatly
brings the law making body enacting
!sm.h statutes into disrepute and, by
ford to hinder these little ones.
We have a splendid choir which making the source of law ridiculous,
reunt-r- t
renders fine service and is an
for other laws well
spiration to all who hear them and conceived and thoughtfully pnsscd.
no service is compute wunoui goon
singing.
We extend to all a hearty welcome
FACTS AND FIGURES
to all uf these services.
-

vu

our favor, but before the gam
over the score jumped to 17-- 4 In our
The lineup was as follows!
favor.
John Civerola, catcher; Paul Bono,
first baaej
Frank Greg-orpitcher;
Louis Usnlck, second base; Charles
Zenardi. third base: George Cor,
shortstop; Edward Ward, left fleloj
Frank Ruii, center field: Charlie
Bloom, right field. Harold Burton-tooLouis' place in the last inning
as Louis got his leg badly bitten by
Under the leadership of a
a dog.
new captain, Paul Borro, and a new
manager, Charlie Zenardi, they will
play the freshmen next Sunday.
are project that
The following
have been completed in the manual
training department since moving to
the new building: Book rack, medicine
cabinets, Roman seat, pedestals, hl)l
rack, foot stool, tool boxes, table book
rack, miniature bridge. Smaller' ar
tides have been made by grade boyi
such as: Automobiles, windmills, miniature tables, broom holders, bird
houses, pile driven, towel roller,
sewing companion, not to mention a
number of Kiddie Kara, under construction. The public is invited and
urged to visit this department at any
,.
time.
All but three of the freshman girls
have finished their gingham dresses.
The sophomore girls will entertain
the board of education, Supt White
and Mr. Redick Thursday, February
23. The menu and decorations will be
in keeping with the season,
p
The eighth grade girls are very
interested in appliquing.
Watch the
'
new school dresses.
,

OFFERS SELF IN MARRIAGE FOR $1,000

9:45 Junior church worship.
10:00 Church school, Mr. H.
Beeson, superintendent.
10:00 Christian workers group,
TOWNER-STERLI- NG
Dr. G. A- Trenner, leader.
31:00 Morning worship with sermon.
EDUCATIONAL BILL
"Worth
While"
7.H0 Community
service. We will present four very
fine reels of motion pictures on
WASHINGTON, I). C Comment-- i
is of great
"China." This
country
, , . )
.
tin the need to combat - radical
iiig
Uk
J
.., , ;
interest 10 ine worm immynnu air
..,..;.,., ,.:;,. i:
.
pictures should prove of timely interlaw.mak,,rs ... the ca.,itul sav
est. Music and cordial welcome to that much disrespect for law can be
all
traced to the enactment of foolish, unnecessary and hopelessly

e,
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Remember

-

eration.
Alma Crockett was the victim of a
fall from a horse which injured her
arm and will prevent her being in

CHURCHES GROW

BAPTIST CHURCH

To be sure of having
ARCOLA installed

0

lig-zige-

are the best
desserts for

(From McKinley County Bank Monthly),

Ittt.

D.
C PredicWASHINGTON,
tions made by the department of
commerce eive the United States $5.- 000,000,000 worth of foreign trade
of the
this year, roughly
export trade of the world. The rapid
rise in foreign exchange is stimulating foreign buying in America, with
the inevitable result that good times
will replace the business depression of
the last two years.
Economic experts in Washington
point out that the reduction of taxes
will materially lighten the load of the
manufacturer here, permitting him to
expand and equip new plans to moot
With
the growing foreign demand.
$2,000,000,000 cut from the public
debt and $750,000,000 eliminated from
the tax list, American industry begins
to feel that the brakes are off.
President Harding has just said
"the general industrial and business
situation now is such as to justify
confidence that we are well past the
worst
phases of the agricultural

Cut Price on New Shoes
25 OFF
First Class Shoe Repairing
Absolutely Guaranteed
Automobile Upholstering
IF YOU DO YOUR OWN SHOE REPAIRING WE CAN
SELL YOU THE MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES
IF YOUR SHOES DON'T FIT
Or Hurt Your Feet Bring Them to Me and I Will Ex
change Them for New Shoe Thet WUI Fit- Don't Rub
You
Can
Proper Fitting Shoes.
Your Feet When

Wr

Come and see how cheap you can buy Good Shoes from
Today ALL PURCHASES STRICTLY CASH.

h

crisis."

The department of labor finds
ground for optimism in the trend of
the great stock markets, always a
barometer of employment, and the
numbers of reports of the reduction
of unemployment,
the marked Increase in automobile and steel fabrication work lend concrete evidence to
the general
feeling of optimism
which pervades the senate and house
of representatives.

Paris Shoe Store

g

Shop

The Largest Exclusive Shoo
and Hosiery Store in Town
JOSEPH ARTESI, Prop.

201

S. 3rd Street

20 lbs. FAMILY
For $1.25
We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Dam?
Entire Family Wash

Gallup Steam Launiry
PHONE 1C3.
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Make jroo satk when you hear tome irreligious
Ateck tovsUng to kit store when he ii told to nave
t Jkl tit tktoka We wiser than the crowd, and cant fee a
to fatth. The to) fats hia way to rpaks a fortune in
that to never would etart if he didn't have faith.
to tJaw foundation of all human effort, juit as much a
1
l.Tla la the ana thing the human race is bound to search for,
r I tort as rare as Love is the world's compelling dynamo.
1 Js, Truth, Love throe aces.
Add Ideals to inspire, and
Cvags to persist, an' we have a full band, it seems.
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TIME THIEVES ROB THEMSELVES
practice the gentle art of getting something
for Botaing seems to have been inherent in man since the ear
lies time, but to date the scheme has not proved a success
Come analysts tell us that no desire is implanted in the human
breast that is impossible of attainment, but it is doubtful if any
will be found and it is hoped it won't whereby
.way
man can live without labor. True, buying in a cheap market
and selling in a dear market seems nothing more than an effort
to pinch off part of tome one s labor and set it aside for future
nae, yet this is the crux of modern trade. Sometimes it is urged
as an excuse for the parasite who lives on the labor of his
fellows and performs no useful service in the world, but is at
beet a poor excuse. The noblest of work of course is that of
the farmer, the man who wrests from the soil the
forces for the human kind. We can't all be farmers. Many
of os wouldn't want to be these days. But we can all play our
part and do an honest day's productive work in our respective
iphtres, and we can all realize the fundamental truth that we
cannot rob our employers of the time and ability they pay us
for without robbing ourselves. Prosperity means ample production and efficient distribution. We can never enjoy what
we do not produce. The drone in the hive must be frowned
upon. He to like the deadly upas that blights the thing it
touches. All hands to work. The bell has rung. Let's go,
and then see things hum.
A desire to

Si

Discovery by Humble Englishman
Proved a Most Valuable Contribution to Seientiflo Knowledge.
A village grocer la Kent. England,
aorae years ago came upon some pe- cullar stones around his house. He

life-givi-

"'''

As most people know, our primitive
ancestors need tools and weapons
which are known under the names of
eolltlilc. neolithic and palaeolithic In
st rumen to.
The grocer who made the discovery,
Benjamin Harrison, came to the con
clusion that these atones would per
haps throw some light oo the subject.
For SO yean be wade collectloos of
samples, and by devoting himself to
their study managed to prove that
man existed at least 200.0UO years ago.
The stones be bad collected were relics of ancient Implements.
Mr. Hsrrtsoa was content to spend
bta Ufe in his native place, seldom
traveling more than twenty miles
away. When only twelve years of age
be start vi bis researches among the
chalk bills of the Downs snd on the
site of the old Roman camp at
Old-bur-

In 1019 bis name was Included In
the civil list for "devotion to scientific
work." It was stated that few men
whose srleatlflc discoveries are of real
importance wore so tittle known to
the community outside the select circle of specialist.
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of
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death
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had

specimens of ancient
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"FAILURE"

Mere Worldly Succeaa Not the Only
Thing That Hia. or Should
Have, Value.

Tie

little

Is a

gray

nilM-eye-

m.in

who never htjt amounted to anything.
Me Is Jim another of life's failure."
Thus wrote one buMtrx'.s mmi to another.
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g'od many

a fiilliiroT '
ago the heart of

a boy leaped with the s'lrgliu liiiul!ea
of ainlilllon. All the go! I
Ireamx uf
youth, finer by far thun any realities,

It will be interesting if we can learn what ha become of were hi.
the much heralded programme promised by Chairman La.-kRut he nevor quite manti-to rnnke
when he took the reins of management of the Shipping Board things turn out the way he hud
from Admiral Benson and outlined his plans to develop a mer- planned. Hiding the liUh wind of
chant marine that would put America at the forefrnnr nf mw. great a .voniiillslimt'iit wan not for hlin.
time nations. Thrusting his feet vigorously, if not gracefully, Ills wan the eolortext monotony of
ho?s and
runt,
into the shoes of Benson, Mr. Lasker told the world the Ameri- a allver bills,
watch.
can merchant marine depended on the approval of the AmeriHe wanted to be a
but
can people. The Texas farmer and the inland manufacturer he only turned out to bediamond,
a pleve of
oe
must
Drougni to see that their interest in an American mer- Coal.
chant marine was not less than that of the business man of the Otio of
unftilflllmenta,
that's
seaboard. Benson recognized this. Indeed he put his cam- all.
paign to gain intelligent public understanding of shipping into whoRut not a f.illtsre, Ixv.viie no man
Is a k
liiHlmnd or a ool
actual operation. It was felt, however, that when Lasker took
or a good cltizi'ii la ever a
hold, even though he did wrap himself in the mantle of Ben- fa'hiT
fa tin.
son's operations he would, as a recognized advertising
If he Is,
expert
sivtHHiliiii)
wrong
Benson a hundred per cent. Everv with the whole lieine
J
?. e to
of human desAmerican
thinking
agreed with the programme of education tiny. Thrift Miigiuliio.
but where is it? The only evidence of its operation to date ha'
been the immediate destruction nf th rmmaiM
,i.,
Meaning of th Carat Mark.
followed by the expenditure of vast sums of the
When yoii Imy a wut h or a rln or
"money
public
in
national media," which the farmer is
any otlir article of Jewelry yon gensupposed
...u uucmi u it mis is to oe me way the country
is to be erally Hud the innik. "14k," on it If
of that proportion.
awakened to the Importance of an American merchant marine It Is mode of
then we might as well stop thinking of ships, and scuttle the Rut n to Jut how iiiu- h gold there
Is In a
Ik gold rin
Uidw.
fleet we have with the same roughshod and sudden
Is IHk
audacity
mime 2Jk,
when
Lasker
out
of
the
clear
displayed
sky ordered the great
Just as the name "stfrilng" at.tmps
influential country press to stop talking to the people
Silverware as
inu le of solid sil-
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uariT
was ftven by the ladlea isirvscii
of Gibson and
Mrs.
G.
D.
Pitts played and
Navajo.
several selections. Mesdames C.
janf
C.
and
Gunten
also rendered
Mayer
several selections. Mrs. Dr. Dodson
Mrs.
ilummes
with a beaupresented
tiful traveling bag and accessories.

ver, so the carat marks nn goldwure
Indicate the amount of gold used In
Catholic rt.u"; John J. Kirk on "Our muklng It.
Gold Is divided Into
Order"; and Jos?ph Aet-on "Amer- - twenty-fou- r
"k" mark
enrnts, th
"carat." Pure g.,ld contains
meaning
!:.iiimh.
Vi.it.ir
be here from Abu- - twenty-fouenruts. Tlie murk "14k"
?.U"W JUton. Ro.w.11. Clovl, Las on an object naile of
gold means thai
Vegas. Farmimrton. Winslow
and there are fourteen
puns of gold and
Flagstaff.
ten parts of alloy, generally copper,
CHINA TRAVEUH.LE
In Its makeup.
Articles mmle of pure
ON SUNDAY NICHT gold would not retain their shape, so
the alloy la added,
gold being
most gfnemlly used In the manufacChina will he the attraction

Sunday
the Community "Worth ture of Jewelry.
While" service at tha rnmro.iinH.i
Church. Four
of motion picDelays That Ware Fatal.
ture, depicting the life and customs
FortiR-King Karl sto(ied for dinof the people will be shown. In
ner at a time when he elumld have
view of the prominent
in
played
part
goi.e on ; and all history suggests that
the recrnt Duannament
Conirrt'ss. such
are nearly always filial.
hhoiil-iaiy.
P'uir.
prove of
Uh wter- - uitowst There will b. special musi?;
Ilnimllijil lost Ciirtliuge, a possible
?
tamed in honor
Mr. and Mn hrtf
triumph, when he stnyed to cal many
liummes.
dU welcome to
dinners in Capua. Just as Prince
sir,
left Tuesilayl
Charlie lost his hope of the crown
for an evtemied visit to different
ADELAIDO CASTILt O
when he delayed on his miirch to
point in Colorado, after spending a
NOT GUILTY London.
weeks at Holy rood ruln?d
few days with bis hraW in Trinl-- ,
dad.
the fctuurt cause, 'llud lie at ot.ee
A.Haido Castillo on a marched south ho
Mr. and Mm. George Csrdener hsve f
tri.'
might well have
of
Mis
a new Eises car.
Alo'irn- - reuchi-ignition, and had he
.
-.
lOrti
k..'.l l J.
London the face of history In tlilg s- I
in
Tuesday and
ar(..ilr..-ilK. OF
BLOWOUT
inUMif have
t land
clmnged." Xo,
SUNDAY, FEB. 26
j too, with James II when
William, III
. i
.
.
. t XI imm
I landed In
Knghunl; had he thron off
a great 1a
if n
crrai4j
b,ww oyt 1nT Sunday, terest and the
m.C
J hesitation
and moved at once to
court room wa
Feb. 26, will mean an
the Invader the clmnccs arc thai there
filial with srecUt-r- .
pro.
Judge
gram, commencing in th forenoon K R. rrenrh appeared for the defenwould huc birn no "tllorlous
and winding up at night at City Club dant an.1
A. T. llannett represented
wmquet. The banooet will bt the piwcution. The
prosecution was
provided by the. White Cafe. V. J. neer able to show
any evidence that
Jaeger will bo toastnaau
PrimitWs Conditions of, Life,
would implicate the young man, and
Sweeney of Winalow wlU deliver an many comments were
The mitlvei of some unexplored
th.t
of South America make little
Father tVmbert will speak on "The'dence pointing to Adelaide Castillo.
usuull
."iPP1!
one. or two, but
..th-'.,-

of th entertainment a I1.'.?".'.."'

w!

lunch was served. There
were forty guests. The occasion for
taw party was on account of Mr. and
Mr. Ilummes and their son John
leaving March I for an ex tend.-- 1 vteit
to Mr. Ilummes' narenta In K.n...
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CITY VS. COUNTRY

but don't you sorter realize you're tryia'
as
down
big a lie as ever was invented?
to swaller
Aoosrding to Traveler, They Are a
You can jog around the pavement, not enjoyin' any load,
Oensrous Gift of Nature to
Island of Norfolk.
an pretend that you are happy though retired, but, blame it
trot along a country road, where license
Leaions grow wild all ever the Island all, you'd rather
.
.
You can speed up all you
in
the policemen ain't required. .
of Norfolk, a British possession
South Pacific, sccordlug to Thomas J. want
a nap I reckon if you're
take
or
like
a
snail,
to, or slow up
MagaUcMsbon, In the
man
the
in his jail,
city
you dream about
zine. He writes that In evory garden sleepy,
.
.
Now lis
,
and paddock are clumps of trees ever an' the very idea starts you feelin' creepy.
bearing fruit in wonderful abundance, ten to a feller that is able to advise,
it wouldn't be the truth
and of a variety full of rich juice
the little farm you live on is next to Paradise
and with a rind moxt suitsble for if I denied it,
lemon peel.
don't pine fer city life until you've tried it.
IN PROFUSION

WILO LEMONS

Trans-Paclfl-

0

nil

-

""

The Story of
Our States
y JONATHAN

MACE

WISCONSIN

XXX.

you

are contented,

c

Little factories, family concerns, are
dotted all over the Islanda. They are
usually roughly constructed wooden
buildings divided Into three renins.
There, with rather primitive Instru
ments, the women cut and squeeze
the lemons In huge frames, and the
skins are soaked to brine preparatory
to making lemon peel. During the
lemon season, which Is most of the
year, the boys aud girls are engaged
dully In picking the fruit.
While there sre only 800 people
on the Island, it could comfortably
and prosperously house 5,000 per
sons, according to Mr. McMuhon. The
island Is Ave miles long, three miles
broad aud contains 8.000 acres.
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HEIRESS 43 TO WED REFUGEE 23
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with French
names show
the French

half-sole- d

grcx-er-

r

u

20 or 30 seres.
as many
affairs,
These gardens are disorderly stick9
stumps left
III
I
with the
them without aping up. They plant
They generally have
parent method.
tapioca,
freat deal of casava. our
It
which la their form of cereal.
In fer- native
drink,
the
furnishes
also
f
m- -t
they Mt qqIj what they
A(
can catch and kill, wild meat,
and they hunt largely with bow
to sea
and arrow. It la no rare sight
great
aa Indian starting off with
Vin can fool around the city, till you're old enough
for
bow all feet long to shoot blids,
Prosmaller every rainnit; you'll ketch
says
arrow,
blunt
uaes
a
with
be
which
,die,
yer soul
Tbey use barbed arof azure sky, or a medder with
stretch
fessor Oleaaon.
a
fer
yerself
rows to shoot Bsh.
You can hang around the
.
.
.
it.
clover-blossoin
Borne
to make 'era thini- ah.rlr-ano- ts
and loafer dens of town, try-iometime

er

so-call-
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Influence

In

Its early set
tlement. The first white man
to penetrate thin region was
Jean Nicollet, who was sent out
In 1034 by Champlalu to open
trade with the Indians. He
landed at Green Bay and prob-uhl-y
traversed the country to
Chicago.

Fur traders

und mis-

sionaries followed and the latter
built a mlsjjlon where Ashlund
now stands. This was the erst
church erected In the state and
around It sprang up the first
permanent settlement. - Jollet
und lather Marquette descended
the Wisconsin river, and La
Salle explored a great deal of
Wisconsin before he took his
famous trip down the Mississippi. Among the fur traders to
come to Wisconsin shores was
Dunlel du Lhut, after whom the
city of Dulmb, Minn, was
named.
During the Revolution Wisconsin remained loyal to the Brlt-Ix- h
and though Wisconsin became a part of the United
States by the Treaty of Paris In
1783, It was not until 1818 that
federal troops really established
authority there. Indian uprisings continued for some time
ending only with the Black
Hawk war In 1832. Then followed extensive Immigration
from the New England States.
Wisconsin had formed a part
of the Northwest territory until
1800. when it became a
part of
Michigan territory, under which
Jurisdiction It remained until
1830, with the exception of nine
years, when It was considered
a pnrt nf Illinois
territory. With
tho admission of Michigan us a
the
Htate,
territory
was created, whh-l
tlit. present stat-- s of low
i
r.nd Minnesota a.nl
p.nuj;,:, ,,'f
North mid Sovjtli Dakota.
In 1 IS Wl.soonj.iii was
taken
into the Union us Hi,; t;.,iiit.L'a
Mate.
area is 5ti.:y j
s
and It hu.i Unit ecu oleo
toral votes for president.
The state is named utter the
Wisconsin river,
This -,
OJII-wphrane whi.h
"gathering waters." It i S(ue.
times culled the Budger State
im-l-

le--

AUTOCASKR.
When Mrs. Marion R. Stephens, 43, o(
and heiress'
to millions, announced she was going: to Chicago, A.divorced,
A. Vonsiatsky, 23,
marry
lolish refugee to the U. S.. then the news movies started to grind.1
me young lole slipped an overcoat over chemical stained overalls to
pose for this picture at the Baldwin Locomotive
plant, Eddystone, Pa'
wnere he works.
The insert is of the heiress, who says
she will live
witn tier husband in an humble
cottage near his work. She was tho.
lornu-wife of a prominent
Chicago clubman.
r
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The Wise Investor
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short notice.

b always

PSitS provide an admirable
the man who desires his bank
deposit
to be a well
paying temporary investment.
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100
at
any time- Th
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interest and are negotiable
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Hot waffles and coffee
dy Shop. Adv.

Special taffy candy sale
Candy Shop this Saturday.

Sena

at

Miss Ruth
after an operation for appendicitis.

STOOd

It is the service and right treatment we give that has made the Manhattan Cafe the popular eating place
of Gallup.
Misses Mary Lucero and Reyes
Mirabal are new clerks in the Dunoff
Bros, store.

The Lessons of
daily-walkin-

of this

the

Sercial dinners every Sunday at
Manhattan Cafe, and during week
days our dinners please all, working
classes or merchants.

town.
One man bought

Mi. Hnlon Tillinn has been a real
nice little boss for the Lanigan Kash
'and Karry while Mr. Lanigan was
away.

streets
every

get-rich-qui- ck

chance he
ever saw and got
poorer every day.
The Happy man
bought real estate.
We have some

The only excluatve Insurance agency
in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis Insurance
Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Ave-- I
nue. Adv.
Mrs. S. Sanchez of Thoreau visited
in Gallup during the week, the guest
'of her relatives, the M. Marez family.
j

The Carrington Motor company re-- i
ports the sale of a Ford truck to the
Gibson stores, and a Ford touring car
Alexander Black of Fort Defiance.

jto

real bargains in
vacant lots and

Walter (Twisty! Oliver made a trip
to Albuquerque this week, going over-- I
land. He was gone several days.

houses for

Cafe has been reThe Pullman
modeled and put in fine shape for
Short orders,
first class service.
lunches, hot and pure chili, hot coffee, all kinds of soft drinks. George
Sojat, proprietor. Adv.

choice

sale.
We also appre-

ciate your fire or

life insurance

bus-

iness.

Joe Moncloba has returned from
Albuquerque and is "again with the
Dniioff Bros, store.
J. W. Chapman was anion
several
who attended Grand Lodge of Masons
ut Albuquerque this week.

BUY NOW
INSURE NOW

City Marshal Julian Turner is now
a Member of the National Police orThis enables him to keep
ganization.
in ilirti t touch with all movements
that are started for the expediting of
l)iisim3 in police circles of all com-- :

'OTTHATCOUfflJ

vrities.

Fur q lick work and first class
call phone No. Iil7, and our auto
will call for your shoes and they will
be repaired by expert workmen who
huve had from IS to 20 years' experience, and just as soon as the work is
finished, the FRKK delivery will be
made. Electric Shoe Shop, F. A.
Maz-a- .
ltf
Prop.
ser-vic-

CREGbR &COLLMS

WjSf

PHONE 133

XqffipNE(TTO

COURTHOUSE

1

Miss Tiny
Vancleve, the young
lady who is spending the winter with
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Master have
.Mrs. O. V. Beard and attending the removed from th"ir former
plnce at
Gallup schools, has been confined to Atascadero,
Cal., to Los Angeles,
her home several days with the Cal. They write that they could not
''grip."
get along without The Gallup Herald

i

ig

tnany as a competitor
foreign field.

the

l

.

IN THE TIME OF
WASHINGTON

Chas. Iehl reports the sale of a
Dodge touring car to Walter B. John
son and one to Max Contreas. Other
cars in the exhibit are contracted for.

Flowers for all occasions
Candy Shop.

,

people stored their valuables in large Iron
boxes, with strap hinges and padlocks. Today,
valuables are kept in the modern Safe Deposit
Vault, protected from fire and theft.

at The

We have Safe Deposit Boxes in our Vault
for rent as low as $3.60 and up per year.

H

".

-

I(inieyCountyBank
GallvrNehtMexigo
ORGANIZED 1904

opposing the rangy Ingham at center
put up a hard fight and succeeded in
scoring on a long shot near the end
of the half. Both teams were playing
hard and fast when time was called.
Score: Gallup reserves 27 to 20.
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See how the different kinds of S
taffw carulv is made by a visit to 8
The Candy Shop this Saturday.

in
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In the second half Jones, who had
playing with a broken finger,
was replaced by Ingham at center,
The Indians came back strong but
Ingham got by Watchman end renrad
first for Gallup. Right here the In- down that lead
.
vs.... dians instarted ofto cut
all Kirk and Bu?U
spite
yT"u?land
"p.1"
ami ot. niicnaeis lumeu uuk iu ixs i
mad It If
1 d0
great disappointment-- to the Indians, f?u IS.
Gallup started some
ii
uut
biiutra
vttieii
will
iiaikcu
wcic
Cafe
Manhattan
The
tiifrr
please
C. A. Keeble has returned from
that keot the Indians eumc- svnur unu ,1 l. Lll
Jemez Springs where he went to get vtni not wanes wiin
.disl
.
a
...P ...:aU
L...
ing and Kirk working down the floor
P
an
breakfast-cfor
mest
coffee
added a couple, followed by Walker
rid of a stubborn case of rheumatism.
youj
..i j tu(I.u.il( ...... v..v
ImnnAit In AM
oeav it.
n tnrl fnirram uVt
Man-- 1
ball.
ast
town
in
team
foot
, PUt the
fall
V. J. Jaeger has been looking after
J.USt
S"d
.
Thurs- - ?P,Se
?me on
J. F. Bronson of Albuquerque was HPr Rivero had on,- t, town
Buell took a chance on a long one
the Lanigan Kash and Karry grocery
hud a real ice
he
us
inform
that
to
in
the
day
visitor
a
business
Gallup during
Clarke scored once
during the absence of Mr. Lanigan week and
and that counted.
paid The Herald a pleasant team, long winded, tall, strong
more for St. Michaels, but Kirk
who was called to St. Louis.
experienced players, putting a lot of seemed to have the high sign on Foley
call.
faith in Foley and Clarke, two former and held him down to one mora
Jimmy Blatslos is back on the job
will serve Santa Fe stars. We have to admit which was a wild
The Manhattan Cafe
at the White Cafe after some days in
lucky heave just
said they
.special moals on snort notice. Tell they were all their manager
before the whistle ended the game.
St. Mary hospital with the "grip."
us what you want and then give us a were and then some, but were at a big Scon, Gallup 27, St Michaels, 20.
on the indnor court.
.....
The lineup:
All
work short time, and you will be pleased. disadvantage Share blew the
Notice:
shoe repair
w
After Referee
openrailed for and delivered without extra
Ke'serves
AlliMt
Buel!
"Old
took
it
whistle
uauup
Daddy"
ing
charges, that is, the shoes will be
Taylor, I. g.
render of The Gallup Herald just one throw after catching th ball Clir.e, r. f. I.
Call
called for and delivered free.
f
McKlnley, r. g.
if all western newspapers from the tap to put it right where it Maclnnis,
that
and
call
will
our
No.
auto
317,
phone
Campbell, c
the jump, Ingham, c.
for vour shoes und deliver them with- - w'ri. as frank, as open ami tearless hould go to givehisGallup
Nash, L f.
fir.U game for Mahoney, r. g.
" Herald m commenting on and Walker, playing
in as Hhort time as possible. Electric u
L g.
Drenan, r. f.
way In- - Oillup, soon followed suit, and Mike Uiava,
ltf 'condemning the
Shoe Shop, F. A. Mazza. Prop.
Floor baskets Cline 2, Maclnnis 7,
dians are allowwl to go alter commit- - Kirk, not because he is used to put
over on the Inntuns Inn ham 2, Mahoney S, Campbell 1,
The news pictures at the Rex for !i,ur ''I'1'1 blooded murders in this sec-th- ting anvthingfrom
Foley long enough N'anh 3, Drenan S. Goals from free
tion that it would not be long before slipped away
Saturday night will
Indians and those who appear so to get himself a couple of douolejtry, Xahuney 2, Maclnnis 1. Drenan
of the assembling of the Cardinals
Watchman, the till St. t'.Ui'i.
friend v w ith the Indians in their deckers
f.
n,. ui....t;.. ..e ,u new i
nine, and murderous
scored"
;b;l0lii
be brought t
first for St. Oalluo
ccr.ter,
would
fit. Michaels
capers
be
will
the first showing of such picMichaels on a long toss, and the Rocker, r. f.
Notah, 1. .
tures in (fatlup. Th"-- e pictures will justice.
flashy Clarke caliia through' with a' Walker, I. f.
Angel, r. g.
be a great feature at the Rex for toClaude Walker of Farniinirton was o!hr followed by a one hand tosa by 'Jones, c,
Watchman, c.
night, Saturday.
in (Jjllup during the week. He Is the ro;ey.
it sure looked as if Cat'.up Kirk, r. g.
Foley. I. f.
Clarke, r. f.
You are invited to visit The Candy young man who was placed under ar- - had started something they couuLi't Bueil. 1. g.
Buell scored twice from
Baskets
from floor. Decker 1.
Shop this Saturday and see how the rest while he was in Los Angeles on finish but and Decl
er g'-- one more Walker 2, Kirk 3, Buell 7, Watchman
from th" long range
different kinds of taffy candy is telegraphic information
Gallup police department on a charge which put thorn jii easy strive. The.l. Foley 3, Clarke 5. Goals from free
niaile.
half ended 12 to 8, Gallup's hvor.
m connection with the murder of t
try. Clarke 2, Buell 1.
lliackwells, but released as soon as it
oooooooooooooooooooooooo.oo: wan
shown there was no evidence to
connect him with the crime. Young vW0l!HlilV
Walker did not relish the notoriety
given mm oy tlie arrest, tne lug city
papers picking up such in sensational'!
mariner. However, he is able to un- lerstand how mistakes can be made,
especially when detectives are chasing every possible clue, or even shadow of a clue.

advantage

country to lose sight of Ger- -

-

j

week.
Taffy candy pulling demonstration
Only the largest and best comat The Candy Shop this Saturday and
are represented by this agency,
panies
invited.
all are
assuring you or prompt and satisfacChas.
Mesdames James Snedden and Edw. tory settlement in case of loss.
Phone
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
Mc.Mullen were in from Gibson Mon- 248.-Adv.
day and visited at The Herald office.
The Biava Auto agency reports the
Mrs. O. V. Beard, proprietor of the
to R.
Beard Novelty Store, fell from a step sale of a Studebaker light six
Roberts.
L.
in16
and
was
Feb.
ladder on
badly
o
jured, and as a consequence has been
C. R. Bellmaine went to Albuquer.
since.
home
ever
confined to her
que last Saturday to look after busi- ness matters and remained over to
u...
ti,,.
,:L
0. F. Peck
meet a number of the Grand Lodge
list during the week.
Masons. He returned Thursday.
likes "Southern" bisEverybody
your property is worth having it
cuits, hot from the stove, baked right. is If
worth being protected by an insurKat with us and get what you want.
ance policy written by this agency.
Manhattan Cafe .
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Agency,
Alex A. Sehaefer has returned from Chas. W. Davis Insurance
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 215.. Adv.
his business trip to Phoenix.
Leo Lanigan left Sunday night for
Hot Waffles with fresh butter and
hot coffee make mighty fine eating St. Louis in answer to a telegram anfor breakfast, or any other time. nouncing the serious illness of his
brother.
Manhattan Cafe.

j

high-clas-

"
her

Eat breakfast at The Candy Shop.
Adv.

The Can-

Elsie Beard has been absent from
Qivs your wife a rest for Sunday
.school Bevcrnl days on account of the anj eat at the Manhattan Cafe You
illnesss of her mother, Mrs. O. V. will save money and we will make
Beard, who fell from a step ladder money.
Some days ago and received severe
Mr. and Mrs. Sigmund Haas arrived
.injuries.
Monday of this week from their
'
Santa Fe Special Officer V. E. honeymoon tour, leaving Milwaukee
.Phelps and L. O. Carmichael located where they were married they visited
some stolen auto tires
during the in Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City,
week.
This may lead to solving the and stopped over in Albuquerque for
.mystery of who took the tires from several days before coming to Gallup,
.an interstate shipment at Gallup their future, home.
sonic time ago.
Go to the Pullman Cafe when you
GERMANY CONTENDER IN want the best chili, best coffee, deliSi EUROPEAN AUTO FIELD cious soft drinks, lunches and short ft
orders. (Jeorge Sojat, proprietor.
ft
' if It
Adv.
Each year more and more the
be
not
may
generally
old time custom of Bending
Inown, but Germany has nearThe Rex will show pictures Sunday S
cards on special occasions is
8
of
Benedict
100
Piiw
auto
views
'of
XV,:
ly
factories, employ- night
scenes of the late great I'ope R
relegated to the background
ing 750,000 people and with a the first
ever shown here. There are several g
in favor of
1920
of nearly reels of these and will prove of great K
production in
'
20,000 cars.
interest. The management of the Hex
FLOWERS
I With the present exchange feci that thoir effort to obtain these 1
oe
scenes
rare
win
Henumcni.
rioweia
sreanys appreci
is impossible to literrates
ejijiresa
L .. . :,.
i
.1
:,.:
li'
ated fcy the patrons of
pic wJ
LI1UII It
TlllUb IS II1UIV3 UCIILLHI&T
ally compare
prices with tures.
j
cluster
our
from
fragrant
American cars but it can be as?
beds
8
of
All
lines
including:
Insurance,
sumed that with German labor
Plate Glass, Automobile,
as low as it is and with the pro- Fire, Theft,
"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
Life, Tourist Baggage, Flood, Rain,
s
industrious-jiesverbial German
Hail. Public Liability written. Chas.
and sales ingenuity, it will W. Davis Insurance Agency, phone
111c
iiot be to the
of this 248. Adv.

it

continues

Geo. A. Keepers attended Grand
Andy Casno has returned from his
Lodge of Masons at Albuquerque this
six months trip to Calenta, Nev.

The

Rhymus is improving

CAT

at

Madison

Herald subscription to Luray, Kans.

Form Close Thursday Night

The City Cfe is undergoing considerable overhauling and remodeling.
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GALLUP TEAMS WIN
DOUBLE HEADER
If getting: away to a good start
means anything in our young lives
the Clallup Athletic Aassociation basket ball teams are sure of a bright
future this next few weeks. Not only
did they win their games Saturday
night on the new High school gym
floor but showed so much real class
and speed that the few fans present
were well repaid for turning out.
lhe opening game, between the as
sociation reserves and Allison was
full of action from start to finish.
Cline opened for Gallup with a pretty
ft! shot from near tho right sid! line.
Hi this followed by a neat heave by Ing
S ham gave Gallup a lead which "Ike"
Maclnnis soon increased
by two
Q
shots from under the basket.
pretty
S Referee Yersin
caught McKinley
g holding and "Ike" made the free try
one
count
more. Here Drenan and
8
7i irsnsn goc going lor Allison ana made
from difficult angles
jone
apiece
which put Allison in the game. Ma-- 1
a honey left Nash lonsr enotisrh to sret
CC
U down the floor and register two more
double counters before, the whistle
g ended the first half. Score 16 to B.
8 Cline, who retired at the end of the
first half on account of sickness, was
replaced by Decker in the second half
and before the reserves got atartcd
Drenan had scored once and Nash got
spite of aome hard
g two points inBiava.
Decker sunk a
guarding by
SI nice overhand ahot and from here on
8 basket by Maclnnis, Ingham and Mahoney was regular order. Campbell

RAVISHING NEW

Spring Hats
$5.00

$7.50 $10.00

$12.00

$15

Charming, youthful and amaningly original they are- comparable only to the exclusive showings of the famous
Parisian and New York hat shops These hats leave no
room for doubt as to the accepted mode for Spring. ' So
many styles to choose from, too, that space will not
permit nor words describe their exquisite lines, their bewitching combinations of novelty fabrics and straw
braids and their lovely, bewildering color combination.

WILUAMS MILLINER
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Tie Crust

Mes-daro-

R.

The unusual delicious,
flaky p crust made with
Mazola is astonishing.
Perfect digestibility fol.
lows every time even
with those who com
plain of delicate stomachs and cannot digest
animal fats.

v.

II. Jones.
NVunisnn.
Those in the receiving line were
T. C. rolson, V. Maple and U
H

Goehnnj.

I V cur Sifted pMfry
Flour
V

SEWING CLUB
XT
eaat all bt eaptalns, we'vt f ot
to bt enw,
j
Mra. G. A. Tayne extended the hos-of ua btrt;
'"Vert soawtbinr for all aa4
lovely nome 10 ine
piUlity
ihwta members ofof her
kit w to
her aewinjr club on W ed
laaatr to do,
. ivi
ly
nesday alternoon, 1 to.
tiM task vt most oo ia tKt
"'Si
rooma were tastily decoraieu in
ing
rt
Wfcwiy-tht1 iw caat bt
also
table
nd
the
blue
and
red, white
It a trail;
carried -- out the color acbeme, with
rf na cuK at a ton, bt a tUr.
place cards and tiny silk American
U
by list that yon win or you flags. A delicious lunch was served.
r fal-lThe KiMrsts were: Mesdames P. H.
btat of wbataw yoo art.
Hairgard, J. A. Watson, Mohar, rurn'.
mn, J. H. larrnan, u a. nmg mnu
B

A

The P. E. 0. tea and reception given
in tht basement of the Central high
school on last Saturday afternoon v.a
A
a social and financial success.
Isrre numher of books were donated,
whlrh will help to itart the new Tub-li- e
Library. The rooma were tastily
decorated in flowers and ferns and
Ua waa daintily aerved by Misnames
n.
L G. Shanllin, J. W. ftloitr,

u..m

la kanclrr matt:
'
cast bt a muakia, than
i
be a bait
in tbt lake!
Bat tae Uvtlittt
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Cvtn Pnxlucu Cook Book
ef 64 (Mart. Wni Corn
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
CI Acntt Guild will meet at
al Mra. Jack WeUmhall
!

t--

-

Clark Kfng.

the
on

adajr afternoon, March 2.
L.hmUmTj Society of the Methocbarck will mtct at tht borne of
1 ra, W . ft Johnson, with Mra. W. E.
aad Mra. Johnson boatnuc.'
Paat Matmni Club will meet
1
at tat komt of Mra. F. L. Kvans on
FrHay, March 3.
1 lunula y club will meet with Mm.
W. E. Otf ar on Thuraday afternoon.

I

t

0"tt

SIXTH ANNUAL BALL
Tht Sixth Annual Ball given by

the

firemen on Wednesday, Feb. 22, was
Beat aucreaafnl event A large
e
attended and tht light

rbtr

fn-Ir-J-

tu "triDned" into tht
CaH hour of tht moralnK. The

.

wet

fire--

r

art royal entertainers and the
1 n orchtttra did their ahart to makt
aane a lively one. .Tht Firemen
Wh to thank tht busineas men and
aJ theat who attended in helping to

t

aekt their

cial

t aetata.

dance a aortal and finan-

TZTCHUKL BRIDGE
Mr. E. A. Davii was charming

DINNER PARTY
Mies Vivian Evans was a charming
hostesa to a dinner In her borne on
Hill Avenue on Wednesday evening,
Feb. 22, at the hour of 6:30. The table
was beautifully decorated in minia
ture American flaK, red, white and
blue ribtKin. The place cards were
ftrnrtin Th fcftfrnonn was
the hostess
jlecorsteil with the IiKures of Oeorire'jov.bly
spent and
and manna nasninion, ami amau served a lnvtlv lunch to the follow
hatihita and larpe red cherries off ing Mesdames 11. Nuemann, F.
6f GeorpeV famous '"cherry tree," Maple, J. L. Ambrose, Jack Weten-hal- l,
and the favors all were in harmony
Fermhan, F.d Hart, W. B. Lowe,
with the celebrating of George Wash- Geo. Miksih. The next meeting will
ington's birthday. Places were marked lie held Thursday afternoon, March
for Miss Martha Cook, MifS Francis 2, at the home of Mrs. Jack Weten-bal- l.
Evans. Miss Edith Johnson and Mr.
Jot Pina. Mr. Clarke Noe, Mr. Jay X.
Comiski and Mr. Clarence Meeie.
Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Slack of Albupassed through the city on
querque
The McKinlev Chanter O. E. S. met Monday, going through to Farming-ton- .
in regular session on Monday night,
Mrs. Slack goes to be with her
Feb. 20. A good attendance was re- sister, Mrs. Walter Barnes, who is
ported.
quite ill.

Dumber

of her friend

in

of Mra. W. E. Clarke on Thursday
afternoon! and the usual game of
bridge waa indulged in dunnj? the
afternoon, and at the late hour nf
afternoon, the hostess served a
clous lunch. Mra. W. B. Johnort won
tat high score honors, a twautiful
band made apron. The gueH were:
Mesdames F. L. Evans, C. C. Manning. V. 8. Lawrence, W. I). Cornell,
A. W. Rubertaon, A. T. llsnnrtt, L
N. Cary, Roaina Burke, T. F. Small-Ing- ,
L. G. Shanklin, Grover I'hillipn,
W. B. Johnsoo.

Mr.

Chapter.

Mrs. Thomas Tally, who for the
witht
past two weeks has been visiting and
her sister, Mrs. W. D. Cornell
family, returned to her home on Sat
urday morning,

i.

el

1

t

terest, suspense, thrills and act'i
make of "The Four ' Hornemta"
perfect picture for the masses a
the classes a screen masterpN
that will live forever. In conatctii
with the two day engagement at Si
Rex, Manager Garrett
ennotato
.
'
...ill .
,1..., 4i
been shown.
iijiit uicjc yi m ue one pen on
each
8
the
at
a'
evening, starting
Produced at a cost exceeding
million dollar mark, and boasting a with a matinee on Tuesday oiuV
cast of 13,000 people, headed by Ru- - ginning at 2:30 sharp.

and affairs which has been pint
ner honor prior to ner leaving far
new nome. A nandsome travelog
and accessories was presented to
guest of honor and in presenting
bag regrets were expressed as tilt
going. Games and music wen t);
Mrs. Ed McMullen, Miss Alexander, joyed until the late afternoon, wha(
t
Mr.
Geo. Gardened,
Mrs.
Bolt, lovely lunch was served.
Joe Rollie, Mrs.
McMullen,
Harvey
r1
n .. . . 1..J L. .
i
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard G ruber a
uinn, imss ?piijer, an uiiemitu tut
Mrs. Charles Kettle was charming
Fireman's Ball in Gallup on the night moving from Heaton to Gibson at
hostess to a large number of friends of the 22nd.
will occupy the house vacated by ft
in her home on Thursday afternoon,
Wilson family.
Feb. 2.1, in honor of Mrs. R. J. Hum-mi- s,
Mrs. Joe Farri invited a large num
who leaves in the near future for
Kansas City. The afternoon was ber of friends to her home on Wcd- Mrs. G. U. Gunton is report;
pleasantly spent in sewing, conversa- - "e,,day evening to surprise her hus quite ill from the effects of t hi
him
and
celebrate
his
help
A delightful two- - band, Joe,
tion and music.
cold, tho is much improved at tS
course lunch was served. The guests birthday anniversary. She successfully time.
of
and
the
best
all a
surprise
were: Mesdames James Sneddon, Roy planned
e
dinner which was served
Woods, A. M. Lane, Nesto Viscounti,
e
the
hour
at
Mr. George McMullen left tht fit
of eight, to thirty-fivWilliam Porter, Dewey Pitta, R. J.
Hummis, Geo. Gardner, Ed McMul- guests. . Mr. R, J. Hummis was a of the week for Trinidad and Dean
of
honor and was presented where he will visit with friends al
len, Wm. McKinsey, John McGreever, guest
He will spend a montkl
James Davidson and Miss Edith John- with a beautiful gold chain and K. C. relatives.
watch fob.
j
Colorado points.
son.
y,

ors, pink and white, and the dainty
scheme was carried out in the lunch.
selections were renSeveral vocal
dered by Mrs. Dewey Pitts and other
musical numbers were enjoyed. Thirty-two
guests attended.

GIBSON SOCIETY

'

i

1

'

seven-cours-

Haas have

The St. Agnes Guild met at the appendicitis.
At the present time
home of Mrs, G. A. 1'ayne on Thurt- -' Walter is making rapid improvement.

A very pretty

affair

was given at!

Address of Abraham Lincoln When He was Twenty-eigh- t
Years
Old, Before the Young Men's Lyceum at Springfield, Illinois

"In the great journal of things happening under the
nun, we, the American people, find our account running
under date of the nineteenth century of the Christian era.
We find oumelves in the peaceful po88enxion of the fairest
portion of the earth, an regard? fertility of noil, extent of
territory, and salubrity of climate. We find ourselves
under the government of a system of political institutions
conducted more essentially to the ends of civil and religious liberty than any of which the history of former times
tella ua.
"We, when mounting the ntage of existence, find
ouraelve the legal inheritors of these fundamental blessing. We toiled not in the acquirement or the establishment of them. They are, legacies bequeathed to us by a
onct hardy, brave, patriotic, but now lamented and departed race of ancestor. Theirs was the task (and nobly
they performed it) to pofwesn themselves, and thru themselves us, of this goodly land and to rear upon its hills
and valleys a political edifice of liberty and equal rights.
Tis ours only to transmit these, the former unprofaned
by the foot of the invader and the latter undecayed by
the lapse of time. This, our duty to ourselves, and our
posterity, and love for our species in general, imperatively requires us to perform.
"How then can we perform it? At what points shall
we expect the approach of danger? By what means shall
we fortify against it? Shall we expect some Transatlantic giant to step tcross the ocean and crush us at a blow?
Never. All the armies of Europe. Asia and Africa com
bined, with all the treasure of the earth (our own
in their military chest with a Bonaparte for a
comma.er, could not by force take a drink from the
Ohio or make a track on the Blue Ridge in a trial of a
thousand years. At what point then is the approach of
danger to be expected? I answer, if it ever reaches u
Jt must spring up among us. It cannot come fro-abroad.'
If destruction be our lot, we ourselves must be its author
and finisher. As a nation of freemen, we must live thru
ex-cept-

NEW SPRING HATS
GAY

FLOWER

TRIMMED

HATS ARE IN GREAT DEMAND.
Ilright Colors Predominate.
An Important collection of New Spring Modes in Millinery ot
interest to those who would buy a new smart Spring Hat of superior
quality and assured style at a very inexpensive price.
We Also I)e Hemstitching and
Picoting.
All Mail Orders receive
Prompt and Careful Attention.

SUMMERS MILLINERY

"THE POLITICAL RELIGION OF THE NATION"

n

1

dolph Valentino and Alice Terry f '
multi-respectacle is said to
another milestone in the f t
trend of the silent art, as it .
sets and ensembles never befort
tempted by makers of motfev w
tures. EVery incident of
Blasco lbanez's great book hat')
transplanted to the screen exact
it was written, by a cast that 1
rather than acts, the parts. 1
night life of Julio the "puppy I m
affair of Rene and Chichi tht fc;
ence of the four horsemen over V
manity all have been visualim"
the nth degree of perfection ia
modern miracle of motion pictttrtt ft
Drama, comedy, pathos, heart I

The 0. E. S. Social Club met at the
home on Sunnyside of Mrs. C. N.
Apple on Friday afternoon, Feb. 17.
A large number of the members were the home of Mrs. John Irick, the latThe Navajo and Gibson ladies
present and a delightful afternoon ter part of the week in honor of Mrs. a surprise party on Wednesday
was spent in conversation and sew- William McKimsey. The lrick home Mrs. R. J. Hummis in her home. 1
were served at was
ing. Refreshment
beautifully decorated in tat col- was one of the many farewell par

Mrs. A. T. Hannett gave a dinner
in honor of her husband's
Mrs. C. Meyer has been quite ill
birthday
returned to Gallup after a honeymoon anniversary on Friday evening in her for the past several days.
of
trip several weeks spent in eastern home. The guests were: Messrs. W.
E. Clarke, W. I). Cornell, Wm. Bickle,
rities and Aibunuermie.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Pitts are mov-- 1
F. S. Lawrence, J. W. Hannett.
ing to the lrick bungalow the first of,
Mr. and Mrs. L 1- - Ssbin and small
next week.
daushter of Ft. Iefiane, were in
Walter Cornell, son (if Dr. and Mrs.
town the first of the week and visited W. D. Cornell, was taken to the hosMrs. Ella Roberts Taylor is to be!
with their sister, Mrs. I'henecie.
pital on Monday night and an imme- the new hostess of the Gibson
diate operation was advised for acute house, and will take charge at guest'
once.'
Mr. and Mrs. Seigmund

"The Four Horsemen of the Apodollar
calypse," Metro's million
of the novel by Vicente
two
Blasco Ibaner, will be given a
next
Monday
in
Gallup
day showing
and Tuesday, February 27 and 2H. at
the Rex theatre, it is announced by
Jack Garrett, manager of the popular local playhouse.
In bringing "The Four Horsemen
to Gallup, Manager Garrett is confident he has secured the world s preat-e- t
and
picture, as Yale College
country
press, pulpit and public the screens
over have classed it as the
crowning achievement. Yale collegea
gave Rex Inlgram, the director,
bachelors degree of arts as a reward
critics nave
Ki
classed it as the standard by which
all future productions win ne jutiKeu,
mini(!ters have made it the subject of
has paid
germongi 8nd the public
trilmt to its merits in the form of
capacity attendance wherever it has

tr

the close of the afternoon to the following: Mesdames J. W. Stofer, W.
H. Morris, J. M. Boyle, Ed Tamony,
Karr, Jack High, Sluter, Sam Wood,
Palmer Ketner, M. Gicid, B. H. Fin-leE. J. Walker, C. B. Chambers,
Mr. Jack O'Brien left on Thursday
The Woman's Circle met in the
A. Floyd, C. A. Carrington and G.
night for San Antonio, Teaas, where church parlors of the Congregational C.
bt will spend a month visiting with church on Thursday afternoon for A. Keepers.
his mother.
work.

Mrs. J. W. Stofer and Mrs. C. B.
Phenetie, Secretary of the
on Saturday afternoon, Chamber of Commerce, went into Al- Chambers went into Albuquerque the
tbraary 18. Tablet for bridge were buquerque the first of the week on a last of the week to attend the O. E. S.
Grand Chapter.
afvajMtd for tht afternoon a enter buines trip.
and a lovely lunch was
hostess. Mr. L. N.
Mr. larl Mein returned home en
Among those who are attending
Tnrtdwonby tht honors
and Mra. J. R. Grand Chapter in Albuquerque this Thursday
morning from a month's
high
' Cary
Cnlata won tht consolation prixe. week art Messrs. Wm. Bickle, J. W. vacation spent in Chicago, Kunsas
C. C.
Geo. City and Oklahoma City, Okla.
laoat enjoying the afternoon were: Chapman,
Manning,
Utadamet 6. H. Gosch, W. K. Clarke, Keepers.
The Home Missionary society met
J. R. Cainea. F. 8. Uwrenct, W. 1).
Mrs. S. E. Aldrirh was in the city in the church parlors Thursday after
Cornell, W. J. Stehle.
on Wednesday and visited at the J. noon with a good attendance, quilting
M. Boyle home. She left on Thursday and making plans for a bazaar to be
THURSDAY CLUB
morning for Albuquerque, where she given in the near future was the work
in
club
met
the home will attend the Eastern tar Grand of the afternoon.
The Thursday

to a

THEATRE
rnim HORSEMEN" AT REX FEBRUARY
TUESDAY,
27
AND
MONDAY

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

all time or die by suicide. There is even now
of ill omen among us. I mean the increasing something
of law which pervades the country, the growingdisregard
disposition to substitute the wild and furious passions in lieu of
the sober judgment of courts, and the worse than
savage
mobs, for the executive ministers of justice. This disposiis
tion fearful in any community, and that it exists in our?
tho grating to our feelings to admit, it would be a violation of truth and an insult to intelligence to
deny. I know
the American people are much attached to their
government. I know they would suffer much for its sake
I
know they would endure evils long and
before
patiently
they would think of exchanging it for another. Yet notwithstanding all this, if the laws be
despised
and disregarded, if their rights to becontinually
secure in their persons and their property are held by no better tenure
than
the caprice of a mob, the alienation of their affection
from the government is a natural sequence, and to
sooner or later it must come.
"re,J:hen' is the Pint at which danger may be
expected. The question recurs, how shall we fortify
against it? The answer is simple: let every American
every lover of liberty, every
to his
swear by the blood of the Revolution never to posterity
in
the least particular the laws of the country andviolate
never to
tolerate their violation by others. As the
did to the support of the Declaration of patriots of 76
so to the support of the constitution and Independence
the laws let
every American pledge his life, his property and' his
sacred honor; let every man remember that to violate the
aw is to trample upon the blood of his fathers
and to
tear the charter of his own and his children's
Lot
liberty
reverence for the laws be breathed by every American
mother to the lisping babe that prattles on her
lap Let
it be taught in schools, in seminaries and in collezes
1
it be written in primers, spelling books and almanacs.
Let
it be preached from the pulpits, proclaimed in
legislative
halls and enforced in courts of justice. In
short,
let it become the political religion of the nation."

tht

well-wish-

er

F. A. MAZZA, Prop.

PHONE NO. 317
Shop Open from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Open Saturday from 8 a. m. to 9 p.m.-

-

BEST MATERIALS USED AND EXPERT

WORKMANSHIP

GALLUP TRANSFER
A. J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
:

Phone 42

-- :-

THE GALLUP CLEANERS
& DYERS
The Beat Work In the
City.
Quick Service.

We Know How.
PHONE 84K.

Auto Delivery.

THE GALLUP HS3ALD, SATURDAY, FE2RUARY 23, 122.

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
epartment of the Interior, U. S.
Land Uince at tanta re, N. M.,
January 27, 1922.
NOTICE ia hereby given that Dioni- o Garcia, of Cubero, N. M., who, on
in. 23. 1917. made Homestead Entry.
If o. 030349, for NEVi, Section 10,
ownahip 10 N., Range 8 W., N. M.
I
of inten-- n
. Meridian, has filed notice
to make Three Year Proof, to en- , ablish claim, to the land above de- Igcribed, before U. S. Commissioner,
m Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N. M., on
e 15th day of March, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sabedia, Luiz Dias, Alojio Mon- no and Nabor Gonzales, all of euro, N. M.

ff

'

C

1

Al-ti-

(1081) Bt

?
"!

to

tel mortgage in accordance with the tHn at their
terms and provisions thereof, NOW Name.

THKKrJrUKe.
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN, That the said morUairee. L.
O. Carmichael, will, at the hour of
10:00 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day
of March, 1922, at the front door of
the McKinley County Court House,
at Gallup, in the County of McKinley, New Mexico, offer for sale and
sell to the highest and best bidder
at public auction, all of the hereinbefore described mortgaged property.
Dated at Gallup, New Mexico, this
31st day of January, 1922.
L. O. CARMICHAEL,
Mortgagee.
(1085)
4t.-2-4- to

A. M. BERGERE,
Register.

STATE OP NEW MEXICO
Certificate af PiJui
UNITED STATES OK AMERICA.
OK
STATE
NEW MKXICO.
ss
and
Within
For
the Probate Court
IT IS HERKBY
CERTIFIED, that there
I the County of McKinley and
wa filed for record in the office ef Ui State
I
State of New Mexico.
Corporation Commission of the State of New
Mexico, on the Thirteenth day of February
I
No. 179.
A. D. 1922; at 10:00 o'clock A. M.
In the Mattter of the
Certificate of Incorporation and
Estate of George T. Brown,
Certificate ef Stockholders'
of
LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
ALAMO
Deceased.
Stockholder!'
(Ne
Liability)
ADUPON
NOTICE OF HEARING
WHEREFORE : The incorporators named
MIMSTRATRIX' FINAL REPORT in laid Certificate of Incorporation,
and who
DIS-have
1
FOR
signed the same, and their suceeasors
I AND PETITION
and
assurna
are
declared
he from
to
hereby
CHARGE.
thu date until the thirteenth day of February.
Nineteen Hundred and Seventy-twa Corpogiven,
That the above entitled court has set ration hy the name and for the purpose Bet
the hour of 10:00 o'clock A. M., on the: lortn in earn(Nos.uertiricate.and 11296).
4th day of March, 1922, at the court's
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, the State
of the State of Nuw
chambers, McKinley County Court lorporation Communion
c"u"'"d
thia wtificat. to be
h"
the
House. Gallun. New Mexico, as
ny iu i.nainnan ana we seal or saw
time and place fixed for the hearing eiwneu
Commission, to be affixed at the c.ty of
of any and all objections, if any there Santa Fe on thu 13th day of February A.
4

'notice is hereby

j be to the final report and petition for
at1

D. 1922.

B. MONTOYA.

Chairman.
lj discharge heretofore filed herein by (SEAL)
the undersigned as administratrix of Attent
A. L. MORRISON.
X, the above entitled estate, and for the
Clerk.
8TATB OP NEW MEXICO
purpose of hearing any objections, if
Certificate
Coaparia
any mere oe to any matter or tnmg, UNITED STATKS OP ( AMKKICA.
touching the administration of said
STATU OK NKW MKXICO.
:

state.

.

!

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that the annexed ia a full, true and complete tranacript
of the
Administratrix,
Certificate of Incorporation
Estate of George T. Brown, Deceased.
of
2-- 4
LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
ALAMO
to
.(1073)
(No Stockholder.' Liability)
(No. 1124.)
with the endoraementa thereon, aa same apNOTICE OF SUIT,
on file and of record in the office of
pear
the District Court of the State of the State Corporation Commiaaion.
IN TESTIMONY
New Mexico Within and for the
WHEREOF, the State
Corporation Commiaaion of the State of New
County ef McKinley.
Mexico
haa raueed thia certificate to b
CREGORIO SALAZAR,
aiarned by its Chairman and the neal of said
to be affixed at the City of
CommLi.iion,
Plaintiff,
Santa re on this 13th day of February A. D
i
No. 1776.
vs.

MARY JANE BROWN,

b

uocasors, ar

County of McKinley and Stat of New Mexico, sell, subject to th approval and confirmation by th court at public vendue, to
th bisheat bidder for cash, in en parcel,
all of the personal property mentioned and
described in and as covered by the aforementioned chattel mortis-"- ,
for th aatiafaetton
of the said judirnwnt heretofore rendered, la
aid cause,
with th Judgment for attorney', fee, court coat, and all ether expense and charge of aaid Receivership, th
aid personal property described in and a covered by said chattel marts;, Wins' more part:
ticularly described as follows,
About
51 bead of sheep and
(mixed), on
eupooara, on wasn stand, tw rockini chairs,
on tabla, one water bucket, two shovels, on
dish pan, two tubs, two oil cans, on set har
ness, on (print bed. on broom, two mat- on dresser, on bed and sprint, one
tress,
kitchen chair, on stove, five plates, two lan
terns, on Kettle, on chicken crate, on scale.
on
butcher saw, two bells, two horses, tw
tubs, snd on sprint wason. all located in th
County of MeKinley and State of New Mexico.
That th amount of the aid judgment ia th
principal aum of Twelve Hundred (1120.00)
Dollars, together with interest thereon at the
rate of 19 per cent per annum from th Hth
day of November. 1920, and which interest to
date of sal amounts to the sum of One Hun
dred Fifty (IliiOM) Dollars, snd together in
the further sum of On
Hundred Thirty
$(110 001 Dollars aa atturney's fees, snd for
th further aum of Tan (JIO.OOj Dollar court
D. W. BONTEMS,
costs.
ROYALL S. SMITH
The Receiver reserves the right to continue
State of New Mexico.
the said sale from hour to hour or from day
of
as.
to
day, as in his opinion may bo expedient
County
McKinley,
On this 8th day of February. 1922, before or necessary.
me personally appeared H. C. Denny. D. W.
Dated this Utb day of February, 1922, at
Bontetna, and Royall S. Smith, to me known Gallup, New Mexico.
to be the persons described in and who exeJOHN ;. EMMONS.
cuted the foreiroinar
to S I I '22.
Receiver.
instrument, and they (1869) 4t.
acknowledged that they executed the same
aa their free act and deed, for the uses and
Court Within snd far th
In th Prebat
purposes therein set forth.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
f
County of McKinley and State
New Mexic
set my hand and seal, the day and year above
written.
N. 2M
In the Msttor of th Estate of John Ervlen.
LUCII.E F. PEARSON,
deceased.
(SEAL)
Notary Public.
oommission
NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT OP
My
expires, Sept. 26, 1925.
ADMINISTRATORS.
ENDORSED:
No. 11294.
NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the
Cor. Ree d. Vol. 7 Page 12.
undersigned have been appointed joint adCertificate of Incorporation
ministrator, of th Estate of John Ervien.
deceased : and that all persona having claims
of
ALAMO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
against said estate and aaid decedent will
(No Stockholders' Liability)
present same withyi the time snd msnner
Filed in Office of
prescribed by law.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
HOMER P. POWERS.
of New Msxico
J. F. HEATH.
A. M.
Feb. 13, 1922-- 10
Joint Administrator of th Estate of
A. L. MORRISON,
John Ervien. deceased.
'22.
Clerk.
to
(1860) It.
as follow,

Post Offie Addresses
H. C. Denny,
Qallup, New Mexico
D. W. Bon terns.
Gallup, Nw Mexico
Royall & Smith,
Gallup. New Mexico
That the board of director
ahall Rav
power without the assent of tht stockholders
to make, alter, and rescind the
i to
fix th amount to bs rerves) as workln
to
nd
exeto
causa
autkorix
b
capital,
cuted, mortcaar, deeds of trust and sther
forma of Incumbrance upon
th
property,
riirhta. privileatea and franchise af thi coror
mat
poration,
part thereof, and to make
all contracts which are within th power of
tht
corporation aa hereinbefore provided.
The Director ahall select from their number, a president, and from th stockholder
of this corporation,
a secretary and treasurer, who hall hold their respective offices
re elected, unless reuntil their successor
moved by the Board of Directors. The office
of secretary and treasurer may be filled by
oo and th aame person.
NINTH: The principal office of aaid corporation is to be located at Gallup, McKinley
County, New Mexico, and the name of the
Aarent in charge thereof, and upon whom
process can be served is H. C. Denny.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We, th underhave hereunto set our
signed, incorpoeator
hand and seals this 8th day of February,
rZZ.
H. C. DENNY,

Compared :
ICK to JJO.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Certificate of Casaparlsea
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
as.
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that th annexed U a full, true and complete transcrlot
of the
Certificate of 8tockhsI4rs' Non Liability
ALAMO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
(No Stockholders' Liability).
(No.

1I2S.

STATE OP NEW MEXICO
Certificate of Filing
United States of America,
aa.
State of New Mexico,
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that there waa
filed for record in the offic
of the Stat
Corporation Commission of the State of New
A.
Mexico, on the fourth day of November
D. 1921: at 10:90 o'clock
A. M.
Certificate f Incerperstion and
Certifies!, ef Stockholders' Non Liability
af
CHACO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
Stockholder'
(N
Liability).
WHEREFORE : The incorporators named
aaid Certificate of Incorporation, and who
have signed th
same, and their successor
and assigns are hereby declared to be from
tins date until the fourth dy of November,
Nineteen Hundred and Seventy One, a Cor
poration by the name and fur the purpose
set forth in aid Certificate.
(No. 11213 and Hill)
IN
TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, the State
Corporation Commission of the State of New
Mexico
this certificate to he
ha. caused
signed by iu Chairman and the aeal of said
to be affixed at the City of
Commission,
Santa Fe un this 4th day of November A. D.

Th principal office ot laid Cob) to be located at Gallup, McKinley
New
Mexico, and th nam of th
County,
Agent in chart thereof, and upon whom
H. Neumann.
be
csn
served
process
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, w. th
Ninth:

enjraged in the military lervlcf. of Ubt
United States,
Claimant names aa witneawa:
O. W. Barcua, of Waco, Tout; T.
und.
Rurker Stanford, of Waco, Texas: W.
signed, incorporators, have hereunto set our
w.
hand and seals this twenty first day of Oc- J. Barcua, of Waco, Texas;
.
tober, nineteen twenty-oneStanford, of Lorena, Texas.
GREGORY PAGE,
rporation

A. M. BERGERE,

H NEUMANN,
MRS. d. D. LYON.

of Nw Mexico,
County of MeKinley.
On that twenty-firday ot October, nine
teen twenty-onbefore m
ap- personally
a red 0. Pate, H. Neumann snd Mrs. O. D,
yon to me known to be the person described
in and wno executed the foregoing initru

Stat

(1869)

St. Feb. 25

NOTICE

r

FOR

Rcfttttr.

to Mar. 25,

wit, ;

PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
ment, and they acknowledged that they exe- Department of tht
Interior, U. 8.
cuted the asms a their free art and deed,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. H.
for th use and purpose
therein Mt forth.
,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I ha
hereunto
set my hand and seal th day and year
aoov written.
F. O. BONTEMS.

My commission

Notary Public (SiAL)
expires saarca it, yn,

ENDORSED
No. 11212.
Vol.
Cor. Reed.
7, Pag 111.

Certificate ot Incorporation of
LAND AND CATTLE COJtt'ANY
(No Stockholders' Liability I
Filed in Office of
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
of New Mexico

CHACO

10 SO A. M.
Nov. 4. 1921
A. L. MORRISON,
Clerk.
Compered: ICK to JJO.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Certifies! ef Cmprawn
United States of America,
State of New Mexico,
a.
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, that th an
nexed is a full, true and complete transcript
ol the
Certifies!, sf 8trkhldr' Na Liability f
CHACO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
(N Stckblders' Liability)

(N.

11113)

:

will

be declared

cloned

when

those

present at the hour named have
eeosed bidding. The person making
the highest bid will be required to
immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversalv th
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
the
before
time designated for sal.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
5t.
Feb. 25 to Mar. 25, 22.
(1872)
above-describe-

with th endorsement
thereon, a aame ap
nd of record in th office of
pears on fil
the State Corporation Commission.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, th Stat
Corporation Commission of the State of New
Mexico haa caused thu) certificate to be aitncd
aeal nf said Com
by its Chairman and Ui
miaaion, to be affixed at the City of Sunta
F on thi 4th day of November
A D. 1921.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS.

(SEAL)
Attest:

February 9,1922.
NOTICE ia hereby (riven that, M
directed by the Coenmlstuoner of tha
General Land office, under provision
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to. th
application of R. M. Watts, Serial
No. 030933, we will offer at public
sale, to the-- highest bidder, but at not
less than $1.75 per acre, at 10 o'clock
A. M on the 4th dsy of April, 1922,
next, at this office, the following tract
of land: NH NE"4.
NW14 See.
14. T. 13 N.. R. 14 W N. M. P, M,
containing 160 seres.
This tale will not be kept open, but

Chairman.

A. L. MORRISON,
Clerk.

Certificate af Stockholders Nn Liability
LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
(No Stockholder. Liability)
G.
We,
Page, H. Neumann and Mm. 0. D.
of the CHACO LAND
Lyon, incorporator
COMPANY
AND CATTLE
(no .toclthold.r
liability), a corporation under and by virtue
New Mexico, do
of th
Stat
of
of
the
lws
hereby certify that then .hall be no s up
on
of
holder
account
any stock islihility
sued by sa d corporation.
w
IN WITNESS
hsv. hereWHEREOF,
unto set our hands and .eats thi twenty-firs- t
a.id
hundred
twwnty- dsy of October, nineteen
CHACO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
iana uirice at Santa re, N. M
February 18, 1922.
is herebv
NOTICE
that
James H. Witt, of Gatlup, N. M., who.
on June 22, 1921, made Homestead

r.ntry,

N'VVVs

12

No. 035659,
and. NE",

for

Lota 1, 2. E

Section 30,

Town-

N., Range 18 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inttt
tion to mske three year proof, to at
utDiisri claim to tne land above dt
scribed, before United States Cos
missioner, at Gallup, McKinley Co
N. M., on the 6th day of April,
one.
GREGORY PAGE.
Claimant names as witnesses:
H
NEUMANN,
Manson Jones, of Gallup, N. K.
MRS. G. D. LYON.
Jack Starriett, of Cousins, N. ILt
State of New Mexico.
of
McKinley.
County
George Phelps, of Cousins, N. M.j C.
On this twenty first day of October, nine- C.
Cousins, of Cousins, N. M.
teen hundred twenty-onbefore me person
A. M. BERGERE,
Neuminu and
ally appeared G. Page, H

ship

ltd

with the endorsements thereon, as same appear on file and of record in the office of
1922.
the Stat Corporation Commission.
NEPONUCENA ARAGON de
B. MONTOYA.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the State
Chairman Corporation Commission of the State of New
(SEAL)
i SALAZAR,
Attest:
Mexico
haa caused this certificate
f
to be
Defendant.
A. L. MORRISON,
mined or it Chairman and the seal of said
fO THE DEFENDANT ABOVE
Clerk.
to be affixed at the City of
Commission,
ARTICLES OP INCORPORATION OP THE Santa re on thu 13th day of February A
NAMED:
AND CATTLE COMPANY
D. 1922.
Mrs. G. D. Lyon, to me known to l
th
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED ALAMO LAND
Register.
B. MONTOYA.
(No Stockholder.' Lability)
in and who ixe.iub'd the
persons described
5t. Feb. 25 to Mar.. 21, 1922.
that the above entitled cause is pendKNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
and they a knowledged (1870)
Chairman,
instrument,
foregoing
iSeel)
underwia-newe
the
citizens nf the
That,
ing in the above entitled Court, and Unittd
that they executed the same as rhoir free act
A. L. MORRISON,
Ktatea, anil resident of the StaU; of
and deed, for th use and purpose therein
that the Plaintiff has filed a Com- New Mexico,
have thia day voluntarily asso
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Clerk.
set
forth
NONplaint against you, in which he seeks ciated ourwlvet tiiirether for the purpose of CERTIFICATE OF STOCKHOLDERS
IN WITNESS
t have hereunto Department of the Interior, U. S.
WHEREOF,
forming a corporutmn under the iawa of the
LIABILITY ALAMO LAND AND
set my hsnd and aeal this twe.iiyfirtt day of
divorce upon tne ground 01
I
.and Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
paid Stat of New Mexteo, and to that end.
CATTLE COMPANY.
1921.
hundred and twiity-one- ,
October, nineteen
do hereby adopt these article of incorpoHUGH II. WILLIAMS,
February 18, 1922.
(No Stockholder.' Liability)
the day and year above written.
i YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED ration.
V
We. H. C. Denny, D. W. Bontems,
and (Seal)
O. rlOVTKMS,
Chairman.
NOTICE is hereby given that John
The name of Aaid corporation u Rovnll S. Smith.
that, unless you enter your appear- to KIKSTr
Notary Publ'd. (SEAL) C.
Incorporate of the ALAMO Attest
be the
LAND AND CATTLE LAND
ALAMO
A
Starriett, of Cousins, N. M., who,
AND
L. MORRISON,
No
March 10, H2;.
CATTLE COMPANY
My commission
expires
ance herein on or before the 15th day COMPANY.
(No .stockholders' Liability)
SUirkholders
a corporation under
ENDORSED.
on Oct. 19, 1918, made Homestoaa
Clerk,
of April, 1922, judgment by default
SECOND: Tiie principal place of bumwa and by virtueLiability,
STATE OF NKW MEXICO
No. I12'.
of the laws of the
of:
Entry, No. 036252, for SEVi, Section
a to be Gallup, McKinley County, New Mex- New Mexico do hereby declare and State
will bS entered against you.
Certificate ef Comparison.
Cor. Kec'd Vol. 7 Page 114
certify
ico.
' The name and address of Plaintiff's
on behalf of themselves and all otb,
of
of sto 4,i,oi.i,e. of
America
States
of
Township 11 N., Range 18 W N,
united
Certificate
persons
:
THIHD
Thut the nbje.'ta and purpose
for
M. P. Meridian, has filed notieo of
State of New Mexico.
stockholders nf said corporation.
I'HACO LAND ANI1 CATTLE OOMI'ANV
Attorney is A. M. Kdwards, Santa whirh and for any of which thia corporation lieromtng
No
thut there shall lie no stockholders liability on
IT la HKKKrlY CIIII IUKH, that the anLtaliillt.').
intention to make three year proof.
x tnrmed are to do any and all of the thinirs
account of any stork issued by said corpo- nexed is a full, true and complete transcript
Fe, New Mexico.
piled In Offire of
to establish claim to the land abovo
herein sit forth to the same extent as natural ration.
COMMISSION
of the
STATE CORPORATION
C. M. ROUSE,
persons nvKnt or could do, viz:
IN WITNESS WHF.REOF.
Of New Mexico
we have hereCertificate of Incorporation of
described, before U. S. Commissioner,
County Clerk and
(I) To aciiu.re by appropriation, discov- unto set our h.tmls and seals this Hth day
A. M.
of
Nov, 4,
at Gallup, McKinley Co., N. M., on
Clerk of the District Court ery, locution, lease, license, Krulit, lwnd, ot I'chruary, LJii
A. L. MORRISON.
CHACO LAND AND CATTLE COMPANY
Seal)
the 6th day of April, IUU2.
devise,
purchase, conveyance, agreeClerk.
H. C. DENNY.
Stockholders'
(No
of McKinley County, New option,
Liability)
or
ment
otherwise, and to hold, own, jmsatsis,
D. W. IIONTEMS.
tNo. 1212)
Claimant names as witnesses:
Compared: ICK to JJO.
if
Mexico.
m.ne, sell,
licenie,
enjoy, develop,
with the endorsements thereon, as aams
ROYALL
S. SMITH.
N. A. Rons, of Galium N. M.: J.
rrant, boml, option, devise, convey, work, op. State of New Mexico,
to Mar 4, '22.
on file and of record in the office of
(1100) 4t.
TBtf and esplo.t, lands and real estate, of County of McKinlev.
jW. Witt, of Cousin, N. M.; W. H.
New Mexico
tne ruite i orjwratton I ommissmn
of
State
kind
whatsoever und wheresoever
On this nth day of February, 1922. before
TESTIMONY
(N
Brose, of Gallup, N. M.; R. J. SUr-rit-t,
WHEREOF, the State County of McKinley.
TO II. H. BAII.EY AM) BKIUHA all
me personally appeared 11. C. Denny, D. W l rporat.on Commission
of the State of New,jn the District Court
of Cousins, N. M.
f BAILEY, HIS WIFE, AND TO
(J). To purchase or otherwise acquire Bont.-nie- ,
Mesi.-has
caused
.o le
to
and
rl.
certificate
me
thia
known
so.
Koyiill
Smith,
A. M. BEROERE,
l.AIM-- 4 icoods, wares and merehandine, live a!ock, and to be the
! ALL OTHER PERSONS
Kned hy its Chairman and the seal of sa
descrihed in and who exe-persons
W.
Plaintiff.
E.
Dibaon,
protwrty of every clans anil
cuted
the forewoinir
instrument, and thev Commission, to be affixed at the City of
ING ANY RIGHT. TITLE OR IN-- $ personal
Re(fitr.
and u hold, own, mortaKe or sell or
knowledited that they executed the same as Santa re on this 4th day of November A o- Rnek. Cliff Coal Minlne Co.. Stephen Cana- - (1868) St. Feb. 25 to Mar. 25, 1922.
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Try our HAIR TONIC, Special
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